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This Agreement is made and entered into on the day of ,2008, by and 
between the Village of Ballston Spa, a municipal Corporation having its principal offices 
at 66 Front Street, Ballston Spa, New York, hereinafter referred to as the "Village" and 
the Teamsters Local 294, acting on behalf of the Village, Department o a b l i c  Works 
employees referred to as the "Union". 
The term of this Agreement shall be from June 1,2008 through and including 
May31,2011. 
ARTICLE 1 
INTENT AND RECOGNITION 
Section 1. INTENT OF THE PARTlES 
It is the intent and purpose of the parties hereto, by entering into this Agreement, 
to promote and improve harmonious and cooperative working relationships between the 
Village and its employees and to benefit the public by assuring, at all times, the orderly 
and uninterrupted operations and functions of government. 
Section 2. Recognition 
The Village recognizes the Union as the representative for all employees defined 
in the bargaining unit for the purposes of collective negotiations to determine 
compensation, benefits and other terms and conditions of employment, and the 
administration of grievances. 
Section 3. 
The Union affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against the Village, 
and it shall not cause, instigate, encourage or condone a strike. 
ARTICLE 2 - COLLECTIVE BARG-G UMT 
The collective bargaining unit shall be comprised of the following: 
Ail employees and part-time employees of the Department of Public Works 
except the Working Supervisor. The Working Supervisor may work as a supplement to 
the work force, but not as a replacement of a Bargaining Unit Member. 
ARTICLE 3 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
- 
Section 1. The Union recognizes the prerogatives of the Village to operate and 
manage its affairs in all respects in accordance with its responsibilities and powers of, its 
authority. 
Section 2. The Village retains the right to discipline and discharge for just cause. 
The Village reserves the right to lay off personnel for lack of work or funds; or for the 
occurrence of conditions beyond the control of the Village; or when such continuation of 
work would be wasteful and unproductive. The Village shall have the right to determine 
reasonable schedules of work and to establish the methods and processes by which such 
work is performed, including contracting. The Village retains the right to direct 
employees, to hue, promote and transfer them, subject to law and the terms and conditions 
of thls Agreement; to maintain the efficiency of operations entrusted to the village, and to 
take whatever action is necessary to carry out the mission of the Village in case of 
emergency provided that the exercise of such rights shall not violate other articles of this 
Agreement. The Village also retains the right to make reasonable rules and regulations 
pertaining to employees covered by this Agreement provided that such rules and 
regulations do not conflict with law or any express provisions of this Agreement. 
Section 3 The Village further retains the right to have the Department of Public 
Work's employees perform the work they have done prior to this Agreement outside their 
job descriptions including but not limited to the following: 
Pool Maintenance and Testing 
Park Maintenance, Upkeep and Repairs of Park Equipment including Woods 
Hollow and the James Tedisco Fitness Trail 
Skateboard Park Maintenance and Repairs 
Waste Pick-up at all Village Facilities including Street Receptacles 
Brush and Leaf Pick-up and Disposal 
Moving Grass at all Parks and all other Village Facilities 
Maintenance and Repairs to all Village Buildings and Facilities 
Hanging, Removing, Breaking Down and Storing Flags, Planters and Christmas 
Decorations 
Setting Up for Special Events 
~bnstruct in~ and Erecting New Village Facilities and Appurtenances 
such as Fences, Benches, Sports Equipment 
Special Projects approved by the Village 
Section 4. The Village agrees to notify and consult with the Union prior to the 
establishment of new work rules or the modification of existing work rules. 
- 
Section 5. When any existing rules are changed or new rules a~s-established, they 
shall be posted on the Department of Public Work's bulletin boards for a period of at least 
two (2) weeks before becoming effective. 
Section 6. The Village has the right to schedule overtime work as required in a 
manner most advantageous to the Village and consistent with the requirements of 
employment and the public safety. 
Section 7. It is understood by the parties that every incidental duty connected with 
operations enumerated in job descriptions is not always specifically described. 
ARTICLE 4 - DUES DEDUCTIONSIAGENCY SHOP 
Section 1. All employees except Temporary and Seasonal Employees as defined in 
Article 18 shall be considered permanent and become a member of the bargaining unit 
upon the completion of thirty (30) days continuous service and has worked forty (40) hours 
per week in that period. The Village will continue to deduct Union Dues or Agency Shop 
Fees after 30 days of employment. No permanent employee shall be removed or otherwise 
disciplined except for just cause. 
Section 2. The Village shall deduct fiom the wages of the individual employees of 
the Department of Public Works and remit to Local 294, 890 Third Street, Albany, New 
York 12206, regular membership dues and other authorized deductions for those 
Employees who have signed and presented to the Village the appropriate payroll 
deduction authorization permitting such deductions. 
Section 3. The Village agrees to deduct and remit such monies exclusively for 
Local 294, as the recognized exclusive bargaining agent for employees in this Unit. 
Section 4. The Village hereby agrees to deduct fiom the wage of all non-union 
members within this bargaining unit, an agency shop fee the amount of the dues levied by 
Local Union 294. Said sums will be transmitted to Local Union 294, 890 Third Street, 
Albany, New York 12206, at least monthly, in a separate check. A list of employees 
covered will accompany each check. 
ARTICLE 5 - COMPENSATION 
Section 1. Commencing June 1,2008, employees covered by this Agreement shall 
be paid in accordance with the schedule attached as Schedule A. 
Section 2. Longevity 
Effective January 1,2008, Longevity payments shall be made to all permanent 
employees on the first regularly scheduled payday after the emplo~e ' s  anniversary 
date: - 
Service Category Longevity Payment 
(Beginrung With) 
5a Year of Employment $600 
loth Year of Employment $800 
1 5th Year of Employment $1,000 
2oa Year of Employment and 
each year thereafter $1,200 
Longevity shall be determined from the date of the employee's full time 
employment with the Village commenced. 
Longevity payments to permanent employees who leave the Village employment 
will be paid pro-rated Longevity from the date of their last longevity payment to the 
date of their termination of employment with the Village. 
Section 3. Employees classified, as Water Treatment Plant operators are required 
to attend continuing education dasses in order to maintain their certificates. The 
Village agrees to pay the cost of the class tuition and to provide transportation to the 
class location or pay the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) current mileage rate for the 
use of the employee's vehicle. 
Subject to the Village Board's approval, Water Treatment Plant Operators may 
attend classes that require overnight travel. The Village will reimburse the employee 
for reasonable travel expenses for overnight travel as follows: 
Transportation as specified above 
Per-diem lodging only for the duration of the class at the double- 
Occupancy discounted rate 
Per-diem meal expense for the duration of the class at the rate of twenty-five ($25) 
dollars per day. 
Section 4. All newly hired employees, hired after the signing of this agreement, 
and who have not previously been employed within the bargaining unit, wdl be paid 80% 
of the then current rate for the &st six (6) months of employment. Such newly hired 
employeei will then be paid 90% of the then current rate for the second six (6) months of 
employment, reaching the current bas rate of pay on the completion of said period. 
Section 5. The pay period shall end 1159 P.M. on Saturday; payroll will be 
weekly and will be distributed on Wednesday. 
Section 6. Employees may participate in a direct deposit program. 
-4- Revised: 1211 9/07 
Section 1 .  The regular workweek shall comprise of forty (40) hours - per week, 
Monday through Friday - 
Section 2. The regular hours of work except for emergencies shall be 7:00 A.M. 
until 3:30 P.M. 
Section 3. There shall be one-half (112) hour) lunch period from 12:OO P.M. to 
12: 3 0 P.M. during the regular workday. 
Section 4. No employee shall return to the Village garage before 1 1 :45 o'clock in 
the morning except as directed by the Working Supervisor. No employee shall return to 
the Village garage prior to 3:15 o'clock in the afternoon except as directed by the Working 
Supervisor. 
Section 5. There shall be a coffee break each working morning for a period of 
twenty (20) minutes, which shall commence at 9:00 o'clock in the moming and shall be 
taken at the assigned work location as directed by the Working Supervisor. Each 
employee shall also be entitled to a work break each afternoon for a period of meen (1 5) 
minutes commencing at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon which work break shall be taken at 
the place where any such employee is at that time working. 
ARTICLE 7 - OVERTIME 
Section 1. All hours worked before and after the regular workday and outside the 
regular workweek shall be compensated at time and one-half the regular hourly rate and 
paid in 3 0 minute increments. 
Section 2 Reach Numbers 
All employees shall furnish the Working Supervisor a single telephone reach 
number for the purposes of call-ins. 
Sectioz 3. Pool Water Testing 
A 
Water Plant Operators assigned to test the pool water during th-eration of the 
Village Pool in the summer months shall be compensated as follows: 
Time - Rate 
Weekdays After Regular Worlung Hours 1 Hour at time and one half ( I  
%) their regular rate of Pay. 
Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays 1 Hour total for each required 
daily tests required at one and 
one-half (1 %) their 
regular rate of pay. 
Section 4. Water Treatment Plant Charts. 
Compensation for the Saturday, Sunday, Holidays shall be three (3) hours 
at one and one-half (1 112) their regular rate of pay. It will be mandatory for Employees 
who are assigned Water Treatment Plant coverage on Saturday, Sunday and Holidays to 
answer all call-ins and respond to all call-outs. 
Section 5. All call-in overtime will be given to qualified employees by Seniority 
in a continuous rotating fashion. The Mechanic shall do all mechanical work. All 
overtime continuing after the regular workday will go by Seniority, except for mechanical 
work. The Mechanic or a qualified employee designated by the Working Supervisor at the 
Mechanic rate of pay will do all mechanical work. 
Section 6. Except in emergencies, employees shall have the right to refuse to 
work. A telephone answering machine, no answer or voicemail will be considered a 
refusal. 
Section 7. When the Working Supervisor or the Mayor determines an emergency, 
overtime is mandatory and employees will not have the right to refuse. 
Section 8. Not withstanding Section 6 above, it shall be mandatory for the Crew 
Leader and Water Treatment Plant Operator to answer all call-ins and respond to all call- 
outs. 
section 9. The Village has a number of special events during the year that require 
employees to work overtime. The Working Supervisor will determine the number of 
qualified employees required for each event. The Working Supervisor will post a notice 
of, the date, time and employees required for each event three (3) days in advance and 
request qualified employee volunteers. If an insufficient number of volunteers are not 
available, overtime of the remaining required qualified employees, in accordance with 
Section 5 of the Article will be mandatory. 
Section 10. When a sufficient number of employees are determined by the Working 
Supervisor do not respond to a callout, the Working Supervisor will have the right to work at 
any position not filled or to contract for the work as provided in Article 17. 
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ARTICLE 8 - SPECIAL RATES 
Section 1 Call Out Pav 
An employee called out for emergency duty, in addition to but not attached to the 
employee's regular hours shall receive not less than three (3) hours overtime pay in 
accordance with Article 7. 
Section 2. Employment at a higher classification shall be compensated at the 
higher rate of pay. Employees assigned to act as the Working Supervisor at least one (1) 
day shall receive an additional one-dollar ($1.00) per hour in addition to their regular rate 
of pay for those days. 
Section 3. Mechanics Helper 
Eaployees assigned to assist the Mechanic for more than one (1) hour during 
regulat working hours will receive one dollar ($1.00) per hour in addition to their regular 
rate of pay for the time they are assigned to assist. 
Section 4. Each employee shall receive mual ly  5 Safety T-shirts. 
Section 5.  Employees ?hat work in excess of ten (1 0) continuous hours on any 
given day wil  be given a $7.00 meal allowance. 
Section 6. Yroiwtlve root Wear 
All full time employees shall be required to wear toe protective footwear. The 
mpioyee will receive an annual allowance of $90.00 for this footwear payable upon 
xeipt of Proof of Purchase. 
Section 7. The Village will supply all necessary safety training and safety 
pipmefit. 
Stxtion 8. The Village will furmsh cell phones to ?he Crew Leader and Water Plant 
perator, Water Plant Operator and Motor Equipment Operator, Water Treatment Plant 
'perator, Crew Leader and the Mechanic for use only for official Village business. 
Revised 1 2 1  9/07 
ARTICLE 9 - HOLIDAYS 
Section 1. All employees shall be granted the following twelvelJ2) and two (2) part- 
--
day paid holidays. Holidays are to be paid eight (8) hours pay at the pre'i;Gling hourly rate. 
Federal holidays will be on the day or date designated by the State Government: 
New Years Day Labor Day 
Martin Luther King Day Columbus Day 
Lincoln's Birthday Veterans Day 
Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving Day 
Memorial Day Day After Thanksgiving 
Independence Day Christmas Day 
Good Friday (Beginning at 12 noon) Christmas Eve (Beginning at 
12 noon) 
Section 2. It a holiday falls on a Saturday, the day of observance shall be on the 
previous Friday. If a holiday falls on a Sunday, the day of observance shall be the 
following Monday during scheduled work. 
Section 3. If an employee is required to work on a holiday, he shall be paid at the 
rate of one and one half (1 112) plus the holiday pay. 
ARTICLE 10 - LEAVES 
(A) VACATION LEAVE 
Section 1. All full-time employees will earn vacation leave as follows: 
YEARS OF SERVICE VACATION 
6 Months to 1 Year 1 Week 
1 Year to 3 Years 2 Weeks 
Over 3 Years 1 Additional day for each 
year of service up to a 
maximum of 4 weeks vacation 
in any one year. 
Section 2. If a holiday falls within a vacation week another day will be given. 
Section 3. Vacation leave may be accumulated up to forty (40) hours and carried to 
the next yqar if not used the year earned. Accumulated vacation leave in total may not 
exceed a maximum of sixty (60) hours. 
Revised: 1211 1 I07 
Secticn 4- On or before May 1st of each year, a proposed vacation schedule shall 
be ps ted and each employee, 111 order of smior i~ ,  shall be requested tc specifq, the 
vacation period of five (5) consecutive days or more if he/she desires. B e  Working 
Supervisor with respect to a request of ar least one ( I )  week duration &give first 
consideration. The final right to allot vacations and the right to change such allotments 
shall be the right of the Working Supervisor in order to insure orderly operations. All 
conflicts in the scheduling of vacations will be resolved by seniority of the employees 
involved. The finalized schedule of vacations shall be posted on June 1'' of each year. 
Employees may request individual vacation days to be added to the schedule. 
Requests for individual days must be made twentyfour (24) hours in advance arid are 
subject to the approval of the workmg Supervisor. 
Section 5. To be eligible for vacation an employee musr work three (3 j months in 
the previous fiscal year, except new employees shall be entitled to their first vacation at 
my time after the anniversary of 6 months of employment. Provided two (2) weeks notice 
has been given to the Working Supervisor, vacation pay will be paid in a separate check on 
the regularly scheduled payday immediately preceding start of the vacation period. Any 
employee who retires, quits or is discharged prior to his anniversary date shall be entitled 
to vacation pay earned on a pro-rata, provided he has been employed for one (1) full year. 
Vacation will be paid at the rate the vacation was earned. 
Employees returning form Military Leave or Workman's Compensation accidents 
are Exempt from this provision. 
Section 6. Vacation time may be used in not less than one-half (1 /2) day increments. 
Requests for Vacation Time of less then one-half (li2) day may be granted by the Working 
Supervisor. 
Section 7. iVhen mutually agreed between the Village and the employee, it slWl be 
permissible for afi employee to work diiring his vacation with compensation for the 
vacation period and the hours worked during vacation. 
B. SICK LEAVE, 
Section 1 .  All employees, after six months of contintious satisfactory service, shall 
be entitled to one eight (8) hour day of paid sick leave at the prevailing hourly rate for each 
month of service, commencing from the first day of employment. 
Section 2. If the employee has accumuiated the hours needed to compensate for no 
loss in pay, employees who become sick during the workday and must be relieved from 
work will receive sick pay for the hours not worked that day. 
Section 3. Commencing June 1,2008, employees may accumulate such sick leave 
up to a maxhum of eighty (80) work days leave at the prevailing hourly rate. 
SICK LEAVE MUST BE USED AS SUCH. Accumulated unused sick - leave credits can 
be used at the time of death or retirement up to seventy-three (73) days. , 
Section 4. A doctor's certificate will be required if m employee has been on sick 
leave for three (3) consecutive workdays. 
Section 5. Unused sick time up to a maximum of seventy three (73) days will be 
paid to the surviving beneficiary on the occasion of the employee's death. The amount of 
payment shall be calculated at the employee's rate of pay immediately preceding his death. 
C. PEEONAL LEAVE 
Section 1. All permanent employees shall be entitled to five (5) personal leave 
days per calendar year to be paid eight (8) hours pay at the prevailing hourly 
rate. However, the employee must give twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Working 
supervisor 'of his intent to utilize personal leave. The use of the requested Personal 
Leave is subject to the approval of the Working Supervisor. Requests for Personal 
Leave of less than eight (8) hours may be granted by the Working Supervisor. 
Requests for Personal Leave for emergencies will be granted. 
D. BEREAWAIENT LEAVE 
Section 1. In the event of death in an employee's immediate family, (which 
consists of parents, grandparents, spouse, children, brothers and sisters, mother-in- 
law, father-in-law and those relationships generally called step) providing persons 
in such relationship have been raised in the family home and have continued an 
active family relationship, the Employer shall grant such employee a maximum of 
four (4) working days off with pay, at the prevailing hourly rate to attend the 
funeral, provided the period between the day of death and the day of the funeral are 
working days. 
ARTICLE 1 1-RETIREMENT 
Section 1. All employees shall be covered by New York State and Local 
Retirement System and receive whatever benefits are available to said employees under 
said Plan. . 
Section 2. The Village will provide one hundred (1 00) percent of the annual cost 
of Health Insurance for retired employees in accordance with the Health Insurance - 
Retired Employees adopted by the Village on June 24, 1996 and included in and made part 
of this Agreement as Appendix B. 
Section 3. This Health Insurance Coverage will continue until the retiree is eligible 
for Medicare. At that time the Village will provide and pay for Medicare Supplemental 
Insurance for the retiree and hisher surviving spouse. 
- 
- 
Section 4. The Village agrees to participate in the Teamsters Deferred Comp 457 
Savings Plan at no cost to the Village. The Village will make the necessary payroll 
deductions. 
I Article 12 - DISABILITY INSURANCE AND HEALTH INSURANCE 
I Section 1 . Disability Insurance 
The Village agrees to provide Non-Occupational Disability Insurance equivalent to ( provisions of the New York State Disability Plan 
The cost of the premiums for this provided insurance shall be paid through payroll 
deductions of all covered employees. 
1 Section 2. Health Insurance 
The Village will provide a Health Insurance Program for all employees in the 
Bargaining Unit. The Village shall pay 100% of the cost of coverage. The Union and 
Village agree that the Village shall have the right to solicit proposals fiom health insurance 
providers to obtain health insurance coverage. The Union and the Village M e r  agree the 
Village shall have the right to select whatever program that is in the Village's best interest. 
I Section 3. Health Insurance/EmDlo~ees Hired After June 1,2008 
All full time employees hired after June 1,2008 shall contribute fifteen (1 5%) 
Percent of the Village's cost of Health Insurance coverage. 
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ARTICLE 13 -DRnTE FUND CONTRIBUTIOIYS 
- 
Permanent employees of the Bargaining Unit shall be permitted to participate in the 
Democratic, Republican, Independent Parties, voter Education Fund of the Teamsters 
Union (DRIVE). The Village agrees to deduct fiom the paycheck of all employees 
covered by this Agreement voluntary contribution to DRIVE. DRIVE shall notify the 
employer of the amounts designated by each contributing employee that are to be deducted 
fiom hidher paycheck on a weekly basis for all weeks worked. The phrase weeks worked 
excludes any week other than a week in which the employee earned a wage. The Village 
shall transmit to DRIVE National Headquarters on a monthly basis, in one check, the total 
amount deducted along with the name of each employee on whose behalf a deduction is 
made, the employee's social security number and the amount deducted fiorn the 
employee's paycheck. The International Brotherhood of Teamsters shall reimburse the 
Village annually for the Village's actual cost plus ten (1 0) percent of the expenses incurred 
in administering the weekly payroll deduction plan. 
ARTICLE 14 - SENIORITY 
Section 1. Seniority shall be established as a continuous service form the date of 
last hire. In the event of a layoft; the employee with the least seniority within a 
classification shall be laid off first, and if and when the force is again increased, the 
employees are to be returned to work in the reverse order in which they were laid off. An 
employee laid off for a period in excess of one year shall lose his seniority rights. 
ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCES 
Section 1. DEFJNITION OF GRIEVANCE: A Grievance is a claim by any 
member of the Unit that a specific term of this Agreement has been violated, 
misinterpreted or misapplied. 
Section 2. Grievance Procedure: 
STEP ONE 
Any unit member having a grievance will discuss it informally with the Working 
Supervisor either personally or by a Job Steward with the object of resolving the matter 
informally. If the grievance is not resolved, it shall be submitted to the Working 
Supervisor in writing within seven (7) days for formal response. The Working Supervisor 
shall have seven (7) working days to respond in writing. 
STEP TWO - 
- 
Lf the Working Supervisor's response is not satisfactory, the grievant shall have seven (7) 
days to submit the matter in writing to the Mayor or his designee. The Mayor or his 
designee shall schedule a meeting to review the grievance within seven (7) days of the 
submission and shall render a decision within seven (7) days thereafter. 
STEP THREE 
If the disposition of the matter by the Mayor or his designee is not satisfactory, either party 
has the right to file its grievance with the Public Employment Relations Board, (PERB) 
provided such submission shall be made in writing and shall be fiIed with the Public 
Employment Relations Board within ten (10) calendar days of the disposition set forth in 
Step 2. Thereafter, the PERB rules and regulations for the handling of grievance shall 
apply - 
Section 3. Powers of the Arbitrator 
The Arbitrator shall not have the power to alter, amend or change any provisions of 
this Agreement or which requires the commission of an act prohibited by law. The 
decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding. The fees and expenses of the 
arbitrations shall be in accordance with the standards of the Public Employment Relations 
Board and shall be paid by the party against whom the Arbitrator's award is found if the 
position of the non-prevailing party is determined by the arbitrator to have been 
unwarranted and unjustified on the facts andfor the law or as otherwise apportioned by the 
Arbitrator. 
ARTICLE 16 = DISCIPLINE AND DISCXARGE 
Section 1.  Discipline and Discharge Policy 
It is recognized the Village has adopted an EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE POLICY. 
The provisions of this policy are made part of this agreement and are attached hereto as 
Appendix A. It is agreed that nothing herein shall in any way prohibit the Village fiom 
dischargbig or otherwise disciplining an employee for just cause regardless of seniority. 
Section 2. Procedures 
All employees, competitive and non-competitive, included in this Collective 
Bargaining Unit, are included in the Village Discipline and Discharge Policy. 
Section 3. The following memoranda shall be strictly adhered to and are attached 
to and made part of this Agreement as Appendix C: 
OperatorIDriver Responsibilities October 21,2(XR 
Process for Discretionary Water Digs 
= Use of Village Vehicles 
Use of Village Facility To Work On Personal Vehicles 
Road Millings Sales Policy 
Section 4. COMMERCIAL DRn7EM LICENSE (CDL) DRUG AND 
ALCOHOL TESTING PLAN 
The Union recognizes the Village has a Drug and Alcohol Testing Plan, This Plan 
is included in and made part of the Agreement and is attached in Appendix D. This 
plan requires random testing of all Department of Public Work's employees for 
drugs and alcohol. Failing or refusing to participate in this testing program shall 
result in disciplinary action in accordance with the Employees Discipline Policy. If 
an employee tests positive he shall be immediately notified by the Village in 
writing of the failure and he shall be subject to a mandatory thirty (30) days 
suspension without pay commencing with the receipt of h s  notification. During 
the suspension, the employee must enroll and participate in a local rehabilitation 
program approved by the Village. The employee may use his accumulated sick 
leave during participation in the rehabilitation program. The employee may not 
return to work until he is declared rehabilitated by the rehabilitation program. 
Failure to participate in the rehabilitation program within ten (10) days of testing 
positive shall result in discharge. 
Employees requesting to return fiom this suspension for drug or alcohol abuse shall 
be required to be tested by procedure approved by the Village. Failure to take the 
test or to meet the standards approved by the Village shall be cause for discharge 
without a prior warning letter. 
Section 5. SAFE D m R  PROGRAM 
All employees, except Laborers, must have a valid New York State CDL driver's 
license. Failure to no* the Working Supervisor that the emfiees' driving 
privileges have been revoked by the State, or driving while his license has been 
suspended or revoked by the State will be subject to disciplinary action. 
Employees shall have twenty (20) working days to have the license re-instated. 
Failure to have the license re-instated after twenty (20) working days will result in 
immediate demotion to Laborer at the Laborer hourly rate of pay. This demotion 
shall remain in effect until the CDL License has bee reinstated. 
Section 6. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MCFR-383.51 
The Village and the Union recognize that all employees in the Bargaining 
Unit with Commercial Driers Licenses are subject to the provisions of 49CFR- 
383.51 Failure to comply with these provisions shall result in disciplinary action 
made part of this Agreement as Appendix E. 
ARTICLE 17 - CONTRACTING OUT VILLAGE WORK AND 
USE OF OTHER MUNICIPALITIES 
Provided it does not result in the lay-off or termination of any full-time employees, 
the Village the Department of Public Works. The decision to contract for work or 
use other Municipalities shall be solely at the discretion of the Working Supervisor 
and the Mayor. During emergency call-outs, if insufficient workforce or equipment 
is not available to address the emergency in a timely manner, the working 
Supervisor shall have the right to immediately contract out the work or utilize other 
Municipalities. 
ARTICLE 18 - TEMPORARY AND SEASONAL EMPLOYEES 
Section 1. Temporary or Seasonal Employees shall be defined as employees 
required by the Village to assist in Village supported programs and facilities whose tenure 
is for a specific period of time or season. Temporary or Seasonal employees are not to be 
used to displace full-time employees. 
Section 2. Temporary and Seasonal Employees shall not be considered as part of 
the Unit, and shall be paid at rates determined by the Village. 
ARTICLE 19 - RECIPROCAL RIGHTS 
Section 1. The employer recognizes the right of the employees~o designate 
representative of Local 294 to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries,working 
conditions, grievances and disputes as to the terms and conditions of this contract. 
Section 2. The Union shall have the right to post notices and other communications 
related to Unit members or Union business on bulletin boards maintained on the premises 
and facilities of the Department of Public Work's subject to the approval of the content of 
such notices and communications by the Working Supervisor. 
Section 3. Subject to the approval of the Working Supervisor or his assistant in his 
absence, employees who are designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting grievances 
or assisting in the administration of this Agreement shall be permitted a reasonable amount 
of time, fi-ee fi-om their regular duties, to fidfill these obligations. The time released shall 
be limited to one (1) employee for two (2) hours for Step 1 and Step 2 grievances and two 
employees for four (4) hours for preparation for Step 3. 
Section 4. The Union recognizes the Village's prerogative for the Working 
Supervisor to work as a supplement to the work force as needed. However, it is 
understood except in emergencies that permanent employees shall, in all cases, be 
accorded consideration in regard to the assignment of the work and overtime 
responsibilities. 
Section 5. The Union agrees the Working Supervisor can use his pickup truck with 
plow and sander during winter snow and ice storms. 
Section 6. The Union agrees the Working Supervisor will be allowed to use 
equipment on the job to effect efficient and timely work as long as all available employees 
are working. 
ARTICLE 20 - SAVING CLAUSE 
Section 1. If any article or part thereof of this Agreement, or any addition 
thereto, should be decided as in violation of any Federal, State or Local Law, or if 
adherence to or enforcement of any Article or part thereof should be restrained by a Court 
of law, the remaining Articles in this Agreement, or any addition thereto, shall not be 
affected 
Section 2. If a determination or decision is made as per Section 1. of this Article, 
the original parties to this Agreement shall convene immediately for the purpose of 
negotiating a satisfactory replacement for such Article or part thereof. - 
- 
ARTICLE 21 - LEGISLATlVE ACTION 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring 
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment or law by providing the 
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body 
has given approval. 
ARTICLE 22 -APPLICABLE LAW 
This Agreement shall be subject to all Federal, State and Local Law applicable thereto, and 
any of the terms of this Agreement, which are not consistent with, or conform to, any 
Federal, State or Local Laws, shall be deemed null and void. 
ARTlCLE 23 - T E m A T I O N  CLAUSE 
Section 1. This Agreement shall be in 111 force and effect from , to and 
including , and shall continue in 111 force and effect from year to year thereafter 
unless written notice of desire to cancel or terminate this Agreement is served by either 
party upon the other at least sixty (60) days prior to date of expiration. 
Section 2.. It is further provided that where no such cancellation or termination 
notice is served and the parties desire to continue said Agreement, but also desire to 
negotiate changes or revisions of this Agreement, either party may serve upon the other a 
notice of at least sixty (60) days prior to , advising that such party desires to 
continue this Agreement but also desires to revise or change terms or conditions of such 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE 24 - NON-DISCRIMINATION 
The Employer and the Union agree not to discriminate against any employee or applicant 
for emplojment because of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, 
age, disability or handicap. 
WE HEREBY CERTIFY t h a t  t h e  p r o v i s i o n s ,  terms a n d  w o r k i n g  i n  t h e  C o l l e c t i v e  
B a r g a i n i n g  A g r e e m e n t  a r e  n o t  c o n t r a r y  t o  o r  i n c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  
p r o v i s i o n s ,  t e r m s  a n d  w o r k i n g  i n  t h i s  S t i p u l a t i o n .  
I N  WITNESS WHEREOF, t h e  p a r t i e s  h e r e t o  h a v e  s e t  t h e i r  h a n d s  and s e a l  
T h i s  4 t h  d a y  o f  F e b r u a r y ,  2 0 0 8 ,  e f f e c t i v e  a s  o f  1-1-08 w i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  
o f  t h e  wage s c h e d u l e  t h a t  w i l l  n o t  become e f f e c t i v e  u n t i l  6-1-08. 
VIL AGE OF B  LLSTON SPA k 0, A 
B  y : \&cl,L\- &?Aw~' 
JoHn P .  Romano, Mayor 
TEAMRERS LOCAL 294 
P a u l  ~ n ~ e l , '  ~ u s i n e s s  ~ A e n t  
SCMEDkTLE A - CLASSIFICATION AND WAGES 
SECTION 1 - HOURCY RATES FY 2008 TO A! 2011 
BASE 
HRLY RATE FY 2009 FY 2010 W 2011 
NAME CLASSIFICATION N 2008 (+3.5%) (+ 3.5%) (+4.0%) 
P. Morrissey 
S. Kerns 
G. Bowers 
Ma Thompson 
J. Hogan 
J. Regis 
T. Thompson 
D. Brown 
G. Capasso 
M. Morrbsey 
Mechanic 20.88 
Crew Leader1 
Wtr Trt Plt Oper 19.00 
Wtr Trt Plt Operl 
Motor Equip Oper 17.90 
Motor Equip Oper 16.90 
Motor Equip Oper 16.81 
Motor Equip Oper 16.67 
Motor Equip Oper 16.74 
Motor Equip Oper 16.82 
Motor Equip Oper 16.84 
Truck Driver 16.60 
Crew Leader 18.15 
Wtr Trt Plt Oper 17.40 
Laborer 16.10 
Revised: 1211 1107 
DHSTINGUYSING FEATLWES OF THE CLASS: This is sl;ikd ~ w r k  ini.ohring 
responsibili@ for the overhaul and repair of a wide varie@ of construction and 
auto~xotive equipment. The work requires a thol-omgb knowledge of the hem? 
equipment and autonmtive repair trade. Generat instructions are received regcayding 
tasks to be perforaned, but enaplo!-ees are personally responsiidk for. the efficient and 
economical niaintenarace of tlme squipenr  assigned to them. 
Performs skilled repair work i~ the overhaul of gasoline and diesel rmtw 
equipment, which may iiiclude automobiles and ot!tea- passenger 1-ehicles. trucks, 
barsses and sorrstnrction equipment: 
Repairs or replaces tnofor prernps. fuel pimps, generators carburetors, siiock absorbers: 
3 fakes n-elding repairs to construction aod automotive eqiligment: 
Tzrnes erngke and sets the timing: 
terrninoiogp and tools of;he trade; dermonsti-atecl abjiiq- to make Ciiffic'eiIP repairs to 
h e a ~ v  automotive and other ~nechanicai equipment: full bonledge of melding 
techniques; abilit\. to work from plans and specifications and lo follow rough draft 
sketches and oral instrncr'nons; good motor am! hand and q - e  co~l-diraaiion: manual 
dexterity: good physical condition. 
L4CCEPTABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAISING: Tn o ?-ears of experience aa : 
skilled autonnoti~e repairman: or asr!. equivalent combination of experierrte anc! 
training. 
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CREW LEADER AND WATER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR 
GEXERAL ST.4TE3IENT OF DL-TIES: This position con~bines ~ E f I u ~ i e s  o f  C t-en 
Leaden. n i th  the duties of M'ater Treat~nent Plant Operator-Type B Plant. As crev 
leader heishe leads a small group of emplo! ees in the completion of projects assigned 
b!. the M'rtrking Supen-isor. As a T i p  B M'atcr Treatnlcnt Plant Operator performs 
cluties as described under the Type B M'aten- Treatment Plant Operator job 
- - f his uork  in\-dyes the responsihiliip zs a Eeaden. of a smaH group of motor equianren~ 
operators and laborers. As thc cren- leaden. heishe serves as a "'straw boss" and as 
w c h  participares In the -ri-orIi projects being carried out. Misiher duties are to direct 
and insure th2t the employees tvorldng with hina/!ler rare doing their jobs properl? a z d  
dilige~;tP>-. These duties include planning and layout of the work. assigning tasks and 
d1e operation of construction equipment necessary to comp]lete the 11.01'1;. 
This wwIi invoh-es tke responsibility for the efficient operation and maintenance of a 
B Water Treatment Rant  with facifities for the application of chemicals to the 
water, such as, c'allorine om. cidorine compounds, chlorine-dioxide, chiorine-ammoni;:, 
fluoride compounds, o r  the process of de-chlorimation. Supeut.ision may be exerciseci 
over subordinate employees in the performance of their assigned duties. It  also 
includes assisting in the eff'rcieni- operation and maintenance of Sanitar?. Sener 
Pump Stations. 
CREW' LEADER 
Responds to d l  cail-ins and call-ours: 
Leads and participates in the construction of .r.pa:er lines. sanmitar! sener 
ljnes. manholes. catch basins. hydrants, \-aIves and other appurtenances: 
Leads and participates in the construction and repairs of roads mci 
sidewalks: 
Leads and participates in the repairs to the F'ilIage water, sanitary sener 
and storm drainage s! stems; 
Leads 2nd participates ilr excavation, drainage and embankment pro,iectc: 
Leads and participates ia2 the construction a d  reconstruction of t.oadr~-al s
asrti retzlning wall. 
-!- 
Revised: December 11. 3.907 
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CREM7 LEADER (continued) 
Leads and participates in the cleaning repair or replacement 
of ditches, culverts, catch basins, hydrants, valves and other 
appurtenznces; 
Leads and participates in the cutting of brush, trimming of 
trees, 
setting fences and guide rails and posts; 
Leads and participates in the repairs and maintenance of 
Village 
buildings; 
Leads and participates in snow plowing and removal operations; 
Operates construction and automotive equipment in connection 
with 
the above work. 
KWER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR-TYPE B PLANT 
- - - - - - - - - -- 
Operates pumps, valves, motors, and related-machinery and 
equipment; 
Performs maintenance work and makes repairs to machinery 
and equipment; 
Records readings of meters, gauges and scales; 
Regulates and adjusts chlorinators; 
Takes samples of water for testing; 
Makes necessary tests for control of plant operation; 
Keeps a log of plant operations and related records. 
CREW LEADER 
Ability to direct the work of machine equipment operators and 
laborers engaged in the performance of routine tasks; ability to make 
project plans and work schedules; ability to read and interpret 
engineering drawings and specifications; ability to keep records and 
make reports of the work accomplished; ability to understand and 
follow oral and written directions; the ability to get along well n-ith 
others; physical endurance and good physical condition. 
Also includes the ability to operate construction equipment including 
backhoes, pow er shovels, loaders, graders, rollers, paving machines, sewer 
jetters, aerial lifts, compressors, jack hammers, snow plows and snow 
remo17al equipment. 
Possession of a Ben York State Commercial Drivers License (CDL). 
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REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE. SKILLS AND ABILITIES: 
-- 
WATER TREATEMNT PLANT OPERATOR- TYPE B PLANT 
Good knowledge of the practices used and equipment required in 
the operation and maintenance of a Type B Plant with facilities for 
the application of chemical to water, such as, chlorine or chlorine 
compounds, chlorine-dioxide, chlorine-ammonia, fluoride 
compounds, or the process of dechlorination; working knowledge of 
the principles and application of physics, chemistry, and 
bacteriology as they relate to water purification; skill in the 
operation and repair of pumps, valves, and related mechanical and 
electrical equipment; ability to read, understand and record data 
from gauges, scales, and meters; ability to make routine laboratory 
and field test for control of plant operation; ability to understand 
and carry out oral and written instructions; mechanical aptitude; 
alertness and dependability; good physical condition. 
Possession of a Type Ill3 Water Treatment Plant Operator's 
Certificate. 
ACCEPTABLE EXPERIENCE: 
Five years experience in construction work, road building or water and 
sewer lines. Two years elnperience as a Foreman or Crew Leader of 
construction crews invohred in public works projects. 
Meets the acceptable experience and training for a Type II B Water 
Treatment Plant Operator as described in the Type B Water Treatment 
Plant Operator Job Description. 
WATER TREAT3IEKT PLANT OPERTOR 
A 3 D  
-
3IOTQR IEe)UiP5fE?r'T OPERATOR 
G E S W  STATEMEST OF DUTIES; This position combines the duties of 
tYater Treatment Plant Operator and Motor Equipment Operator. As a 
Water Treatment Plant Operator hetshe will perform all the cluties described 
under the Type B Water Treatment Plant Operator job description. As a 
Motor Equipment Operator He/she will perform all duties described under 
the Xotor Equipnlent Operator job description. Oversees the work of 
assigned Laborers or  Motor Ey uipment Operators. 
DISTLVGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: This work includes the 
Distinguishing Features of the Type B M7ater Treatment Plant Operator and 
the Distinguishing Features of the Motor Equipment Operator. It involves 
the responsibility for the efficient operation and maintenance of a Type J3 
N'ater Treatment Plant. It also includes the responsibiliQ- for the safe and 
efficient operation and care of construction equipment and trucks in the 
performance of assigned tasks. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK (Illustrative Only) 
WATER TREATMENT PLAKT OPERATOR 
Operates pumps, valves, motors, and related machinery and equipment: 
Performs maintenance work and makes repairs to machinery and 
equipment; 
Records readings of meters, gauges, and scales: 
* Regulates and adjusts chlorinators: 
Takes samples of water for tcsfing: 
3Iakes necessary tests for control of plant operation; 
Keeps a log of plant operations end related records. 
MOTOR EQUIPMEKT OPERATOR 
Oversees the work of assigned Laborers a d  Motor Equipment 
Operators; 
Operates backhoes, power shos-els, buUdozers, graders and other heav3- 
Automotive equipment: 
Operates snow plow and related snow removal equipment; 
Operates a truck in connection with hauling material and transport of 
I\-orkmen, fools and equipment; 
Performs regdar  preventive maintenance on assigned a-&ides and 
equipment: 
Perform minor mechanical repairs on assigned vehicies and equipnlent 
and keeps them in clean condition. 
-I- Revised: December 11, 2007 
Two 'ears experience in the actual operation of construction equipment. >leeti 
;he acceptahfe experience md iraining as described in the Type HIE SYater 
Trestmeat Piant Operator job dtscriptior,. 
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MOTOR EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
GENERAL STATEMENT OFR DUTIES: - 
Operates one or more types of automotive equipment and performs a variety of 
manual tasks in connection with such operation; does related work as required. 
DISTINGUISING FEATURES O F  THE CLASS: 
Work invohres responsibility for the safe and efficient operation and care of motor 
equipment in the performance of assigned tasks. An employee in this class is also 
required to perform recurring manual duties related to the operation of the 
equipment Work can be performed as individual or under supervision. 
EXAMPLES OF WORK: (fllustrative onlv) 
Operates a truck in comeetion with the hauling of material, 
Operates a truck to transport workmen, tools and other equipment; 
Operates a snowplow or related snow- removal equipmenG 
Performs minor mechanical repairs on automotive equipment; 
On assignment, operates backhoe, loader, bulldozer, grader, power shovel, paving 
machine, rollers and automotive or other heavy equipment; 
Performs regular preventative maintenance on assigned vehicles and maintain them in 
clean condition; 
Loads and unloads trucks; 
Operates air compressor, sewer jetter, jackhammer, concrete mixer and pumps; 
Assists in patching, grading and paving streets, sidewalks, curbs and building manholes; 
Rakes, tamps and shovels cold patch; 
Excavates and backfills for new construction and repairs; 
Cleans and flushes streets, culverts and catch basins; 
Clears clogged up sewers; 
Shovels and removes snow from streets, cnh.erts and catch basins; 
Assists in the repair of sewers, catch basins, hydrants, mains and services; 
Colleets and disposes rubbish; 
Performs unskilled work in connection with the painting and maintenance of signs, 
bridges and buildings; 
Digs and refills trenches for water and sewer pipe lines; 
Lays sewer pipe; 
Works on brush collection route, lifting brush from curb to truck, or emptying brush in 
truck; 
Cub grass, trims shrubs, rakes leaves, spades flower beds and assists in ground 
maintenance activities; 
Directs trucks on dump grounds; 
Oversees and participates in trash dumping, dump cleaning and leveling; 
Performs general building and grounds cleaning tasks; 
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REQUIRED KNOMZEDGES, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: 
Good knowledge of the operation of trucks, tractors and other types of comdmction and 
automotive equipment; ability to understand and carry out simple oral and written 
instructions; mechanical aptitude; industry and dependability; good physical condition. 
ACCEPTABLE EXPERJENCE AND TRAIMNG: 
Two years of experience in the operation of some type of construction and automotive 
equipment. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATIONS: 
Candidate must possess a New York State Commercial Driver's License (CDL). 
GENERAL STATERENT OF DUTES: Performs routine manual work: 
does related work as required. 
DTSTINGUTSWIWG FEATURES OF THE CLASS: (Illustrative Only) 
Operates air compressor, jackhammer, concrete mixer and pumps: 
-4ssists in patching and grading and paving of streets and building manholes: 
Rakes. tamps and shovels cold patch; 
Loads and unloads trucks: 
Excavates and bacIrfills for new construction and repairs: 
Cleans and flushes streets, culverts and catch basins: 
Clears clogged up sewers; 
Shol-els and remove snow from streets. sidewalks. and park and recreational 
areas: 
Assists in the repair of sewers, catch basins, hydrants, mains and sen-vices: 
Collects and disposes rubbish; 
Performs unslrilled work in connection with the painting and maintenance of 
signs. bridges and buildings: 
Digs and refills trenches for water and sewer pipe lines: 
Lays sewer pipe: 
Assists in repairing sweepers and making brooms; 
Works on brush collection routes lifting brush from curb to truck. o r  emptying 
br-ush in truck: 
Cuts grass, trims shrubs, rakes leaves, spades flower beds and assists in ground 
maintenance acthities: 
Directs trucks on dump grounds; 
Participates in trash dumping, dump cleaning and leveling: 
Performs general building and grounds cleaning tasks. 
FULL PERFORnWNCE REQUIRED KXOWLEDGES. SKILLS A M  
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: Willingness to perfoim routine manual 
work; ability to lift heavy weights of ninety (90) pounds; \\illingness to work 
under all &ather conditions; physical endurance; sobriety; good physical 
condition. 
AIINIRILM QUALIFICATIONS: None is required but some experience in heal-- 
ma~lual abor desired. 
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CREW LEADER 
- 
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 
This position leads a small group of employees in the completion of projects 
assigned by the Working Supervisor. 
DISTINGUISING FEATURES OF TBE CLASS: 
CREW LEADER 
This work involves the responsibility as a leader of a small group of motor 
equipment operators, truck drivers and laborers. As the crew leader he/she serves as 
a "straw boss" and as such participates in the work projects being carried our, 
Efis/her duties are to direct and insure that the employees working with bimmer are 
doing their jobs properly and diligentIy. These duties include pIanning and layout of 
the work, assigning tasks and the operation of construction equipment necessary to 
complete the work 
EXAIVlPLES OF WORK: (Illustrative Only) 
Leads and participates in the construction of water lines, sanitary sewer 
lines. manholes, catch basins, hydrants, valves and other appurtenances; 
Leads and participates hi the construction and repairs of roads and 
sidewalks: 
Leads and participates in the repairs to the L7illage water, sanitary sewer 
and storm drainage systems; 
Leads and participates in excavation, drainage and embankment projects: 
Leads and participates in construction and reconstruction of roadwavs and 
retaining walls; 
Leads and participates in the cleaning repair or replacement of ditches, 
culverts, catch basins and drainage structures: 
Leads and participates in the cutting of brush, trimming of trees, setting 
fences and guide rails and posts; 
Leads and participates in the repairs and maintenance of Village 
btiildings: 
Leads and participates in snow plowing and removal operations; 
Operates construction and automotive equipment in connection with the 
a bore work. 
REQUIRED KSOM'LEDGE AKD ARILITI ES: 
Ability to direct the work of machine equipment operators and l a b o r ~ s  engaged 
in the performance of routine tasks; ability to make project plans and work 
schedules; ability to read and interpret engineering dranings and specifications: 
ability to keep records and make reports of the work accomplished: abilie to 
understand and follow oral and written directions; the ability to get along welt 
with others: physical endurance and good physical condition. 
Also inclt~des the ability to operate constl-uction equipment including backhoes, 
power shovels, loaders, graders, rollers, paving machines, sewer jetters. aerial 
lifts, compressors, jack hammers, snow plows and snow removal equipment. 
Possession of a New York State Comtazercia~ Drivers License (CDL). 
ACCEPTABLE EXPERIENCE: 
Five years experience in construction work, road building or water and sever 
lines construction. Two years experience as a Foreman or Crew Leader of 
construction crews invoh-ed in public n-orks projects. 
High School graduate. 
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TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR 
TYPE B PLANT 
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 
Has responsibility during an assigned shift for the actual operation of a water 
treatment plant; does related work as required. 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES O F  THE CLASS: This is routine but 
important work involving responsibility during a shift for the efficient operation 
and maintenance of a Type B Water Treatment Plant with facilities for the 
application of chemicals to the water, such as, chlorine or chlorine compounds, 
chloring-dioxide, chlorine-ammonia, fluoride compounds, or  the process of 
dechlorination. The work is performed under general supervision of an 
operation qualified to be in charge of the operation of the plant. Supervision 
may be exercised over subordinate employees in the performance of their 
assigned duties. 
EX4MPLES OF WORK: (illustrative Only) 
Operates pumps, valves, motors, and related machinery and equipment; 
Performs maintenance work and makes minor repairs to machinery and 
equipment; 
Records readings of meters, gauges, and scales; 
Regulates and adjusts chlorinators: 
Washes filter beds and s e t t hg  basins, if existing; 
Takes samples of water for testing; 
Makes necessary tests for control of plant operation; 
Assists in the instruction of trainees; 
Supervises the work of laborers and other subordinate employees; 
Keeps a log of plant operations and related records; 
Performs custodial duties in connection with the maintenance of buildings and 
grounds. 
REQUIRED KIVOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES: Good knowledge 
of the practices used and equipment required in the operation and maintenance 
of a Type B Plant with facilities for the application of chemicals to water. such 
as, chlorine or chlorine compounds, chlorine-dioxide, chlorine-ammonia, 
fluoride compounds, or  the process of dechlorination: working knowledge of the 
principles and application of physics, chemistry, and bacteriology as they relate 
to water purification; skill in the operation and repair of pumps. valves, and 
related mechanical and electrical equipment: abi l ie  to read. understand and 
record data from gauges, scales, and meters; ability to make routine laboratory 
and field tests for control of plant operation; ability to understand and carry out 
oral and written instructions; mechanic aptitude; alertness and dependabiliq-; 
good physical condition. 
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ACCEPTABLE EXPERIENCE AMD TRAINING; 
I. Type B Plant whose designed capacity exceeds 4.0 million gallon per day 
Graduation from high school or possession of a New York State high school 
equivalent diploma; satisfactory completion of an appropriate course of 
instruction approved by the Public Health Council; not less than six months 
of satisfactory experience in the actual operation of a water treatment plant 
with facilities for the application to the water of chemicals having direct 
health significance such as chlorine or chlorine compounds. chlorine-dioxide. 
chlorine-ammonia, fluoride compounds, or  the process of dechlorination, or 
any similar process. 
PI. Type B Plant whose designed capacity is 1.0 to 4.0 million gallons per 
day o r  Type B Plant whose designed capacity is less than 1.0 million 
gallons per day: 
Graduation from high school or possession of a New York State high school 
equivalent diploma: satisfactory completion of an appropriate course of 
instruction approved by the Public Health Council; not less than six months 
of satisfactory experience in the actual operation of a water treatment plant 
with facilities for the application to the water of chemicals having direct 
health significance such as chlorine or chlorine compounds, chlorine-dioxide, 
chlorine-ammonia, fluoride compounds, or the process of dechlorination, or 
an?- similar process. 
SPECIAL REOULRER!fENTS FOR ACCEPTANCE O F  APPLICATION; 
I. Type B Plant whose designed capaciu exceeds 4.0 million gallons per day 
Eligibility for a Grade II-B certificate issued under the provisions of the 
New- York State Sanitary Code: 
In. Type B Plant whose designed capacity is 1.0 to 4.0 million gallons per day 
or Type 3 Plant whose designed capacity is less than 1.0 million gallons 
per day 
Eligibility for a Grade 111-B certificate issued under the provisions of the 
New Yo1-k State Sanitary Code. 
TRUCK DRIVER 
GEYER4Z. ST-4T-EMEKT OF DLTKES; Operates one or more trucks and performs 
routine manual work; does reIated work as required. 
- 
DISTINGlJISHTNG FEATURES OF THE CLASS: (illustrative only) 
Work involves the responsibiliq for the safe and efficient operation and care of 
automotive equipment in the performance of assigned twks. An emplo;vee in this class 
also is required to perform recurring manual duties related to the operation of 
equipment. Work can be performed as h&iidual or under supenision. 
EJWIPLES OF WORK: 
Operates a truck in connection with hauling materid; 
Operates a truck to transport w6rbeo ,  tools and other equipment: 
Operates -a snonplom-: 
Performs mgdztr pre~entive maintenance on assigned vehicIes and 
maintains them in clean condition: 
Operates .air compressor, jackhammer, concrete mixer and pumps; 
Assists in patching and grading and paving of streets and buiidhg 
manholes: 
Rakes, tamps and shm-ek cofd patch: 
Loads and unloads trucks: 
Backglls for new construction and repair; 
Clans  and flnshes streets. culverts and catch basins: 
Clears dogged up sewers; 
Shovels and removes sno\T from streets, sidewalks, parks and recreationai areas: 
Assists in the repair of sewers, catch basins, hydrants, mains and senices; 
Collects and disposes rubbish; 
f erforms unsldued work in connection 56th the painting and maintenance 
of signs, bridges and bnikdings: 
Digs and refills trenches for water and sewer pipe lines: 
Lays sewer pipe: 
Assists in repairing sweepers and m&ig brooms; 
W o r k  on brush collection routes lifting brush from curb to tmck or 
empQ+q! brush in truck: 
Cuts grass, aims sl~rubs, rakes leal-es. spades flower beds and assists in 
ground maintenance activrities; 
Directs trucks on dump grounds; 
Participates in trash dumping, dump cleaning and leding: 
Performs general and grounds cleaning task. 
mOlf~EDGES. SKlLLS AVD ABILITIES; Good knowledge of the operation G? 
trucks, tractors and automotive eqnipment; ability to understand and carryout sin1p1e 
oral or nritten instructious, mechanical aptitude. '5PPiiIingxess to perform routine 
manual work: willingness to work under all weather conditions; physical endurance; 
sobriety good physical condition. 
MB13cf L-I QWliFIC,4Tl[OXS; Possession of a Ken- 170rli State Commercial 
Driver's License (CDL); Experience in h e a y  manual labor desired. 
APPENDIX A 
EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE POLICY 
APPENDIX B 
EIEALTH INSURANCE RETIRED EMPLOYEES 
APPENDIX C 
MEMORANDA 
APPENDIX D 
COMMERCIAL, DRIVER'S LICENSE (CDL) 
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY 
APPENDIX E 
49 CFR - 383.51 TABLES OF CONSEQUENCES 
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R&fm Sp, 12. 4. raoao 
From the Ofice of V i l l a g e  C l e r k  
EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE POLICY 
I .  I n t e n t  
11. P r o s c r i p t i o n s  and S a n c t i o n s  
111. P r o c e d u r e s  
I V .  Exemplar  - "Write-upr1 
I .  I n t e n t  
T h i s  p o l i c y  is e n a c t e d  t o  promote c e r t a i n t y ;  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  n o r m a t i v e  
r e q u i r e m e n t s  of  depo r tmen t  w i t h  which  t h e  V i l l a g e  worker  must comply. I n c u l c a t i o n  o f  t h e  
work f o r c e  w i t h  r e a s o n a b l e  and  d e f i n e d  e x p e c t a t i o n s  w i l l  f a c i l i t a t e  conformance o f  
c o n d u c t  w i t h  t h i s  p o l i c y  and  o b v i a t e  f u t u r e  m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h r o u g h  e l i m i n a t i o n  of  
a r n b i g u i ~ y .  The r e s u l t  w i l l  be a  more e f f i c i e n t  and o r d e r e d  work f o r c e  a c h i e v i n g  t h e  
p u b l i c  b e n e f i t s  t h e  p r o v i s i o n  of  which  t h i s  m u n i c i p a l i t y  is cha rged  w i t h  by i ts  c i t i z e n s .  
11. P r o s c r i p t i o n  and  S a n c t i o n s  
F u r n i s h e d  a s  S c h e d u l e  A is a  c h a r t  o f  work r u l e s  govern ing  employment i n  t h e  
s e r v i c e  of  t h e  V i l l a g e .  T h e r e  a r e  some t h i r t y  d i f f e r e n t  r u l e s  a l l  of  which  a r e  c o n g r u e n t  
w i t h  n o r m a l  s t a n d a r d s  i n  a  w o r k p l a c e .  The c h a r t  i n c l u d e s  s t a t e d  s a n c t i o n s  f o r  f i r s t ,  
s e c o n d ,  t h i r d  and f o u r t h  a n d / o r  r e p e a t e d  b r e a c h  of  e a c h  r u l e .  
111. P r o c e d u r e s  
a) P r o v i s i o n a l  Employees  may be d i s c h a r g e d  f o r  any l a w f u l  r e a s o n  a t  any t i m e  
w i t h o u t  c h a r g e s  p r e f e r r e d .  S t a t e m e n t  o f  r e a s o n s  g i v e n  o r  a  h e a r i n g  h e l d .  
b )  1. P e r s o n s  h o l d i n g  a  p o s i t i o n  by permanent  employment i n  t h e  c o m p e t i t i v e  
c l a s s  o f  t h e  c l a s s i f i e d  c i v i l  s e r v i c e  s h a l l  n o t  be  removed o r  o t h e r w i s e  s u b j e c t e d  t o  
a n y  d i s c i p l i n a r y  p e n a l t y  p r o v i d e d  f o r  i n  t h i s  A r t i c l e  111 "Procedu re s "  e x c e p t  f o r  
i ncompe tency  o r  mi sconduc t  shown a f t e r  a h e a r i n g  upon s t a t e d  c h a r g e s  p u r s u a n t  t o  t h i s  
s e c t i o n  "b". 
2 .  P r o c e d u r e  A p e r s o n  a g a i n s t w h o m  remova l  o r  o t h e r  d i s c i p l i n a r y  a c t i o n  is  
p r o p o s e d  s h a l l  have  w r i t t e n  n o t i c e  t h e r e o f  and o f  t h e  r e a s o n s  t h e r e f o r .  He o r  s h e  s h a l l  
b e  f u r n i s h e d  a  copy o f  t h e  c h a r g e s  p r e f e r r e d  a g a i n s t  him o r  h e r  and s h a l l  be  a l l o w e d  
a t  l e a s t  e i g h t  days  f o r  a n s w e r i n g  t h e  same i n  w r i t i n g .  The h e a r i n g  upon s u c h  c h a r g e s  
s h a l l  b e  h e l d  by t h e  o f f i c e r  o r  body hav ing  power t o  remove t h e  p e r s o n  a g a i n s t  whom 
s u c h  c h a r g e s  a r e  p r e f e r r e d  o r  by a depu ty  o r  o t h e r  p e r s o n  d e s i g n a t e d  by s u c h  o f f i c e r  
o r  body i n  
ri 
writing for that purpose. In case a deputy or other is so 
designated, he shall, for the purpose of such hearing, be vested 
with all the powers of such officer or body and shall make a record 
of such hearing which shall, with his recommendations, be referred 
to such officer or body for review and decision. The person or 
persons holding such hearing shall, upon the request of the person 
against whom charges are preferred, permit him to be represented 
by counsel, or by a representative of a recognized or certified ' 
employee organization, and shall allow him to summon witnesses in 
his behalf. The burden of proving incompetency or misconduct shall 
be upon the person alleging the same. Compliance with the 
technical rules of evidence shall not be required. 
3. Suspension pending determination of charges; penalties. 
Pending the hearing and determination of charges of incompetency 
or misconduct, the officer or employee against whom such charges 
have been preferred may be suspended without pay for a period not 
exceeding thirty days. If such officer or employee is found guilty 
of the charges, the penalty or punishment may consist of a 
reprimand, a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars to be deducted 
from the salary or wages of such officer or employee, suspension 
without pay for a period not exceeding two months, demotion in 
grade and title, or dismissal from the service; provided, however, 
that the time during which an officer or employee is suspended 
without pay may be considered as part of the penalty. If he is 
acquitted, he shall be restored to his position with full pay for 
the period of suspension less the amount of any unemployment 
insurance benefits he may have received during such period. If 
such officer or employee is found guilty, a copy of the charges, 
his written answer thereto, a transcript of the hearing, and the 
determination shall be filed in the office of the department or 
agency in which he has been employed, and a copy thereof shall be 
filed with the civil service commission having jurisdiction over 
such position. A copy of the transcript of the hearing shall, upon 
request of the officer or employee affected, be furnished to him 
without charge. 
4. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no removal or 
disciplinary proceeding shall be commenced more than eighteen 
months after the occurrence of the alleged incompetency or 
misconduct complained of and described in the charges provided, 
however, that such limitation shall not apply where the 
incompetency or misconduct complained of and described in the 
charges would, if proved in a court of appropriate jurisdiction, 
constitute a crime. 
c) Also subject to the procedures, protections and provisions 
of section "b" of this Article 111 of the Employment Disciplinary 
Policy in all respects, are the following classes of Village 
worker. 
i 1 Employees in the non-competitive class (except for 
positions designated in rules of municipal civil service commission 
as confidential or requiring the performance of functions 
i 
i n f l u e n c i n g  p o l i c y )  who, s i n c e  h i s  o r  h e r  l a s t  e n t r y  i n t o  s e r v i c e  
h a s  comple ted  a t  l e a s t  f i v e  y e a r s  of con t inuous  s e r v i c e  i n  t h e  non- 
c o m p e t i t i v e  c l a s s  ( i n  p o s i t i o n s  n o t  d e s i g n a t e d  i n  t h e  r u l e s  a s  
c o n f i d e n t i a l  o r  r e q u i r i n g  performance of  f u n c t i o n s  i n f l u e n c i n g  
p o l i c y )  
ii) A pe r son  h o l d i n g  a  p o s i t i o n  by permanent appointment  o r  
employment i n  t h e  c l a s s i f i e d  ( i . e . ,  c o m p e t i t i v e ,  non-compet i t ive ,  
l a b o r  and exempt) s e r v i c e  of t h e  v i l l a g e  who was honorab ly  
d i s c h a r g e d  o r  r e l e a s e d  under  honorable c i r cumstances  from t h e  U.S. 
armed f o r c e s  hav ing  s e r v e d  t h e r e i n  i n  t i m e  of war ( a s  p e r  C i v i l  
S e r v i c e  Law §85) o r  who is  an exempt v o l u n t e e r  f i r e  f i g h t e r  ( a s  
d e f i n e d  i n  t h e  Genera l  Municipal  Law) e x c e p t  i f  t h e  p e r s o n  h o l d s  
t h e  p o s i t i o n  of  p r i v a t e  s e c r e t a r y ,  c a s h i e r  o r  deputy  of  any 
o f f i c i a l  o r  depar tment .  
l i i)  Employees i n  t h e  P o l i c e  Department h o l d i n g  t h e  p o s i t i o n  
o f  d e t e c t i v e  f o r  a  p e r i o d  of t h r e e  con t inuous  y e a r s  o r  more e x c e p t  
t h a t  no h e a r i n g  i s  r e q u i r e d  when a  r e d u c t i o n  of r a n k  (from 
d e t e c t i v e )  i s  based s o l e l y  on reasons  of t h e  economy, c o n s o l i d a t i o n  
o r  a b o l i t i o n  of  f u n c t i o n s ,  c u r t a i l m e n t  of a c t i v i t i e s  o r  o t h e r w i s e .  
d )  P e r s o n s  i n  t h e  Exempt, Labor, and noncompet i t ive  c l a s s e s  
o f  t h e  C l a s s i f i e d  C i v i l  S e r v i c e  i n  V i l l a g e  s e r v i c e  who are n o t  
covered  by p r e c e d i n g  p o r t i o n s  of t h i s  A r t i c l e  111 may be  
d i s c i p l i n e d  w i t h o u t  h e a r i n g ,  inc lud ing  removal ,  i n  good f a i t h  f o r  
any l a w f u l  r e a s o n .  
I V .  Exemplar of  D i s c i p l i n a r y  "Write-Up" 
A t t a c h e d  a s  an  e x h i b i t  t o  t h i s  P o l i c y  is  an l'Employee Warning 
R e p o r t t 1 .  A form o f  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  s i m i l a r  c o n t e n t s  s h a l l  b e  used 
by t h e  V i l l a g e  f o r  any w r i t t e n  ~ a r n i n g s  t o  employees. 
V U G E  OF BALTSTON SPA WRK RULE 
VIOLATION 
1. Failure t o  report to  work without notifying o r a l  mrning 
your Supervisor in accordance with Depart- 
mtal Policy. 
.* 
written m i n g  suspension 
review for  
d i s d m g e  . 
discharge 
2. Failure t o  report t o  work folllaJing the  written waning 
expiration of an approved leave without 
authorization. 
suspnsion - - 
review for  
discharge. 
3. Unauthorized absence h c h  includes : ora l  warning 
, a )  absence Whlch has not k e n  approved in 
advance by the Supervisor; 
b) absence Whlch has not been excused for  
I e r g e n c y  or m d i c a l  reasons; 
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c)  absence for  reason other than that 
specified rn the  authorization. 
wri t ten warning suspension 
review for  
d i d m g e  
4. Absence for  which leave has been 
&sapproved or withdrawn. 
s c ~ p ~ i o n  - - 
review fo r  
discharge 
5. Unauthorized extension of r e s t  breaks or 
lunch periods. 
o ra l  waning ora l  warning writ  ten m-ning suspension 
review for  
bscharge . 
ora l  warning ora l  warning written warning suspension 
review for  
discharge 
7. Engaging in any conduct which m y  result 
in a safety hazard or unsanitary condition. 
o ra l  warning 
o ra l  warning 
written milling suspension - - 
review f o r  discharge disdmq 
8. Incompetency or  inabi l i ty  t o  perform 
assigned work. 
written warning, hscharge 
reevaluat ion,  
possible re-assingnrn t 
or  d m t i o n  
9. Neglect of job duties or responsibili t ies.  o r a l  m x i n g  
ora l  warning 
written warning suspension - - discharge 
review fo r  discharge 
10. Sleeping or  wasting tim during worldng 
hours. 
o ra l  wanling written waning suspension 
review for  
discharge 

2nd. OFFENSE 
d i s h - g e  
3rd. OFFENSE 
21. Unauthorized use and /or r m v a l  of Village 
property, records o r  any other rrnterials 
from Village premises. 
22. Unanthorized possession of f i r e a r m ,  
weapons o r  explosives on persons and / or 
on Village property. 
suspension - - 
review fo r  h x h w g e  
suspension - - 
review fo r  hsclmrge 
disdm-ge 
23. Possission of intoxicants on Village 
property. 
suspension - - discharge 
review fo r  discharge 
m-it'ten warning 
24. Workmg under the influence of intoxicants 
or  drugs (except with a doctor 's  prescription).  
s c ~ p i o n  - - 
review for clisclm-ge 
25. S e h g  of drugs and /or intoxicants on 
ViLlage p r o m y .  
discharge 
26. Refusal t o  follow job instructions. 
I n s u b o r b t i o n .  
s u s l m i o n  - - 
review fo r  d i d - g e  
disdm-ge 
discharge 27. Soliciting o r  accepting any financial o r  non - 
financial rerard i n  return f o r  special  
consideration i n  the  providmg of services o r  
awarding of contracts . 
s u s p i o n  - - 
review o r  disclmrge 
28. Theft of Village property. d i s d w g e  
discharge 
suspnsion - - 
review for  & d m - g e  
29. Falsifications of Village £ o m  o r  records, 
includmg m p l o p n t  application, h l y  work 
sheets ancl attendance records; w i l l f u l l  
misrepresentation of fac t s ;  forging another 's 
signature. 
suspension - - 
review fo r  h s h - g e  
33. Conviction of a crime or  engagmg in unlawful 
or impropr conduct h c h ;  
a) a f fec t s  the employee's ab i l i t y  t o  p r foml  
the job or report to  work; 
b) resu l t s  i n  the reluctance or  refusal  of 
other employees to  work with him or  her; 
c) harms the Village reputation or the public 
trust. 
suspension - - 

APPENDIX B 
HEALTH INSURANCE RETIRED EMPLOYEES 
INCORPORATED IN 1807 
SARATOGA COUNTY SEAT 
66 FRONT STREET 
HEALTH INSURANCE - RETIRED EMPLOYEES 
Background: 
1 )  The m a j o r i t y  of m u n i c i p a l i t i e s  p r o v i d e  a  h e a l t h  i n s u r a n c e  p l a n  f o r  
employees  who have  r e t i r e d  f rom t h e i r  s e r v i c e .  
2)  We b e l i e v e  t h a t  ha rdwork ing ,  l o y a l  employees s h o u l d  be  rewarded  f o r  
t h e i r  many y e a r s  o f  d e d i c a t e d  s e r v i c e .  
3 )  The c o n t i n u e d  e s c a l a t i n g  c o s t s  f o r  h e a l t h  i n s u r a n c e  premiums is a f f e c t i n g  
a l l  s e c t o r s  o f  t h e  economy. Fo r  t h i s  r e a s o n  i t  is n e c e s s a r y  t h a t  a 
c e i l i n g  b e  p l a c e d  on t h e  amount t h a t  t h e  V i l l a g e  w i l l  c o n t r i b u t e .  
C u r r e n t  P o l i c y :  
S p e c i f i c  number o f  y e a r s  s e r v i c e  t o  de te rmgne  e l i g i b i l i t y  f o r  b e n e f i t  
n o t  d e f i n e d  o n l y  need t o  r e t i r e  f rom t h e  V i l l a g e .  
No d i s t i n c t i o n  between p a r t - t i m e  and f u l l - t i m e  employees 
The V i l l a g e  pays  50% o f  t h e  premium f o r  a S i n g l e  employee u n t i l  a g e  6 5 ,  
t h e n  a t  t h i s  p o i n t  when t h e  employee is Med ica r e  e l i g i b l e  t h e  V i l l a g e  
p r o v i d e s  a n  a d d i t i o n a l  $42.50 p e r  month f o r  t h e  P a r t  B premium. 
F o r  i n d i v i d u a l s  i n  t h e  Fami ly  P l a n  t h e  V i l l a g e  pays  50% o f  t h e  S i n g l e  
rate p l u s  35% o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between t h e  s i n g l e  ra te  and  f a m i l y  r a t e ,  
t h e n  a t  a g e  6 5  o r  when t h o s e  who become Med ica r e  e l i g i b l e  t h e  V i l l g e  
p r o v i d e s  a n  a d d i t i o n a l  $42.50 p e r  pe r son  p e r  month f o r  t h e  P a r t  B premium 
S u r v i v i n g  s p o u s e s  o f  r e t i r e d  employees  pay f u l l  s h a r e  (m inus  Med ica r e  
p a r t  B r e imbur semen t )  
Revised  P o l i c y :  
A) Employees  who a r e  r e c e i v i n g  b e n e f i t s  p r i o r  t o  J u n e  1 ,  1996  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  
t o  have  b e n e f i t s  c a l c u l a t e d  a s  above  b u t  capped  a t  a  maximum o f  $295 .00  
' Fami ly  o r  $147.50 S i n g l e  p e r  month ,  c o n t r i b u t i o n  by t h e  V i l l a g e .  S u r v i v i n g  
s p o u s e  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  same 
B) Employees r e t i r i n g  on o r  a f t e r  J u n e  1 ,  1996 ,  t h e  V i l l a g e  w i l l  pay 100% 
o f  a  F a m i l y  P l a n  up t o  a maximum o f  $295.00 p e r  month o r  100% o f  a  
s i n g l e  p l a n  r a t e  up  t o  $147.50 p e r  month. 
S u r v i v i n g  s p o u s e s  o f  r e t i r e d  employees  w i l l  pay 100% 
C) The f o l l o w i n g  e l i g i b i l i t y  r e q u i r e m e n t s  f o r  r e t i r e m e n t  h e a l t h  p l a n  
b e n e f i t s  w i l l  be implemented  and  a p p l i c a b l e  t o  a l l  emp loyees  r e t i r i n g  
on  o r  a f t e r  J u n e  1 ,  1996:  
1 )  The  i n d i v i d u a l  mus t  € = i r e  f rom V i l l a g e  s e r v i c e  a s  a f u l l  t-ime 
emp loyee  
2 )  Years o f  s e r v i c e  are based  upon e a c h  employees  a n n i v e r s a r y  d a t e ,  
d e f i n e d  a s  commencing w i t h  f u l l  t i m e  employment i n  t h e  V i l l a g e .  
P a r t  t i m e  and summer t i m e  employment does n o t  q u a l i f y  a n  
i n d i v i d u a l  f o r  r e t i r e m e n t  h e a l t h  b e n e f i t s  
R e t i r e m e n t  i n c e n t i v e  awards  w i l l  apply  when d e t e r m i n i n g  h e a l t h  
b e n e f i t  c r e d i t s  i . e .  f u l l  t i m e  y e a r s  s e r v i a .  
Time on d i s a b i l i t y  w i l l  n o t  be cons ide red  when c h c u l a t i n g  y e a r s  
o f  s e r v i c e .  
Time on workmens's compensa t ion  w i l l  be c o n s i d e r e d  when d e t e r m i n i n g  
y e a r s  o f  s e r v i c e  
The f o l l o w i n g  s l i d i n g  s c a l e  o f  c o n t r i b u t i o n  by t h e  V i l l a g e  w i l l  
be based  on a f u l l  t i m e  employees  y e a r s  o f  s e r v i c e  
FULL TIME YEARS SERVICE % VILLAGE CONTRIBUTION $$ VILLAGE CONTRIBUTION 
C u r r e n t  R a t e s  
C u r r e n t  Rates / 
C u r r e n t  R a t e s  
C u r r e n t  R a t e s  
C u r r e n t  R a t e s  
C u r r e n t  Rates 
APPENDIX C 
j 
October 21, 2002 
To A11 D.P.W. Employees 
To promote safety (an employee concern) and sustain usabIe life spans with our rolling 
equipment the operrrtor/ driver will be responsible for the foll~w~iiig activities on their 
assigned vehicles. I 
Pre-work day inspection 
Lights - replace bulbs when burned out 
Tires - make sure they are at proper inflation and have no physical 
damage that will result in failure 
Inspect general condition of vehicle and make sure it is safety 
compliant 
Grease all fittings once (1) a week 
Clean interior of Vehicle once (1) a week 
Wash vehicle at least once a week at end of shift (more frequently during winter 
and clean after black topping) 
Help mechanic with regularly scheduled maintenance activities (i.e. oil & etc.) 
Use the Vehicle Repair report to notify the mechanic of a repair issues before they 
become major problems 
These responsibilities are fimdamentally consistent with most surrounding municipalities. 
Joe Thompson 
Village of Ballston Spa- 
Process for 'Discretionary Water "Digs" 
Planninp is the kev to customer satisfaction and effective execution 
9 
Before starting the "dig" determine that all isolation valves in the area are working - 
ininimize number of users impacted 
Notify all customers impacted a least a day ahead with expected start time and estimated 
duration of service interruption. Also identify discolored water quality problem 
Obtain adequate materials and tools for the job ahead of time - eliminate running back & 
forth 
Schedule enough manpower with the skills needed - eliminate minimum number of 
people on ~ o b  or rotate crews so that individuals do not get overtired 
Very importantly, stagger breaks and lunch while executing the job, or rotate crews so 
there is always progression on the tasks required to complete the job. 
POLICY STATEMENT 
Subject: Use of D.P.W. Trucks & Loaders 
Commencing today employees of the Village of Ballston Spa (except the 
Working Foreman) are notified that they are no1 to use Village vehicles 1 
equipment for transportation to their home for lunch or taken outside the 
village for personal business during the work day due to liability issues 
associated with non-village business. 
DPW cominissioner - Stuart Hodsoll 
CC: Village Board 
Joe Thompson 
~ -- 
POLICY STATEMENT 
Subject: 
Use Of Village Facility to Work on Personal 
Vehicles 
Commencing today (5/6/03) employees of the Village of Ballston Spa 
are notified that they cannot work on personal vehicles during the regularly 
scheduled work h o u s  using a Village facility. This specifically means that 
anv maintenance effort on a personal vehicle will be done after 3 3 0  P.M. 
weekdays (or weekends with the prior approval of the working foreman). It 
also means, even if you are on a day off as vacation you stdl must wait until 
3:30 P.M. As a reminder you are required to be "punched out" when 
performing any activity on a personal vehicle. 
DPW commissioner - Stuart Hodsoll 
CC: Village Board 
Joe Thompson 
Milt Thompson 
Village of Ballston Spa 
Road Milling Sales Policy 
Purchases for delivery within the Village limits can be currently obtained for $45.00 per 
5/6 yd. truck depending on availability. Payment must be made in advance. A sales 
authorization form will be provided. Scheduling of deliveries are required by contacting 
the working foreman at the DPW 
Delivery to non-profit organizations can be obtained with out charge depending on 
availability 
Sales to customers outside the Village are subject to the following: 
The Village will not make deliveries 
The Village will provide loading at $10.00 surcharge per load in addition to the 
standard $45.00 
Payment must be made in advance at the Village Clerks oflice - a loading 
authorization will be provided. 
Pickup schedule will be Monday thru Friday 8:30 am - 10:30 am by appointment 
with the working foreman of the DPW 
All sales are subject to availability 
Not?: cosls are subject lo c h a q z  withau~ prior nodce due t o  l112 dpamics  of'producl composition (Sepl 03) 
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INTRODUCTION 
-- 
The Omnibus  rans sport at ion Employee Testing Act of 1991 (the 
Act) was signed into law in October 1991 by former President 
George Bush. The Act required the Federal Department of 
Transportat ion to develop regulations to implemeit drug and 
alcohol testing of employees performing safety-sensitive 
. functions in the aviation, highway, rail and transit industries. 
The pertinent re-gulations are: 
Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations part 40 - Procedures 
for Transportation Workplace Drug and ~lcohol Testing 
Programs. 
Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 382 - 
Controlled Substances and Alcohol Use and Testing. 
Copies of these regulations are available upon request. 
The purpose of the Act and the regulations implementing the 
Act are to establish programs designed to help prevent accidents 
and injuries resulting from the misuse of alcohol or use of 
controlled substances by driver's of commercial motor vehicles. 
The regulations require drug and alcohol testing of employees who 
maintain a commercial drivers license (CDL) and operate what are 
defined as commercial motor vehicles. 
Testing will be required under the following work related 
conditions; (1) 'pre-employment, (2) on a random basis, ( 3 )  upon 
reasonable suspicion, (4) in post-accident situations, ( 5 )  upon a 
return to duty after having tested positive, and (6) on a follow- 
up basis. The regulations require testing for alcohol using an 
evidential breath testing device and urine testing for five 
illegal substances which include marijuana, cocaine, 
amphetamines; opiates, and phencyclidine (PCP). 
The rocedures outlined in this manual will become effective 
Januarv l? 1996 
[Each employer with 50 or more covered employees on March 
17, 1994 must implement the requirements of the regulations 
beginning January 1, 1995. Each employer with fewer than 50 
covered employees on March 17, 1994, must implement the 
requirements of the regulations beginning January 1, 1996.1 
The purpose of the Drug and Alcohol ~esting Plan (this Plan) 
is to explain and educate the workforce with regard to the 
requirements of the law and the procedures necessary to meet 
these requirements. This Plan is prepared in compliance with and 
based upon the mandatory requirements of the Act and regulations 
promulgated thereunder. The regulations discussed above contain 
a more detailed explanation of the law's requirements and will be 
the governing instrument under which this Plan is administered. 
e n d u  9 contains a list of definitions taken from the 
regulations which apply to the administration of this Plan. 
No employee shall use, sell, possess, distribute, or 
manufacture any alcoholic beverage or illegal drug or any other 
intoxicating substance at any time on a job site or on employer 
property; or while in an employer vehicle ar'a vehicle leased for 
- - employer business. -. 
- .- - 
No employee shall use illegal drugs or report to work at the 
beginning of a shift or upon returning from any break, lunch or 
rest period under the influence of alcohol, illegal drugs or 
other intoxicating substance. 
No employee shall possess alcohol during working hours 
unless the alcohol is manifested and transported as part of a 
shipment, perform safety sensitive functions within four (4) 
hours after using alcohol, or use alcohol for eight ( 8 )  hours 
following an accident (as defined as part of this Plan; see 
Appendix A) or until he/she undergoes a post-accident alcohol 
test, whichever occurs first . 
See further "discussion at "prohibited Conduct, " p. 3. 
Each covered employee will receive a copy of.this Plan prior 
to the start of alcohol and controlled substance testing. 
Representatives of the employee organization representing the 
employees will also receive copies of this Plan. 
Awwendix B specifies the names, addresses and phone numbers 
of the individuals designated to answer any questions an employee 
may have regarding this Plan and the individuals or organizations 
charged with administering the Plan. Employees can also obtain 
information on the Plan from supervisors and other employer 
representatives or from the employee's union. 
Any employee who has a CDL for the performance of their 
duties is subject to testing under this Plan. 
The t e s t i n g  reqvi rements  apply whe~ever an employee i s  
a c t u z i l y  p e r f o r n i n g ,  rezdy t o  per f  orm, o r  i-mmediately a v a i l a b l e  
. . 
t o  serfo-';n a;iy s z f e t y - s e n s z t l v e  functiors--as Z e f i z e d  by t h e  
r e g u l a t i o n s  ( s e e  Ap9endir P i ) .  
~ l c o h o l  " o e ~ s e ~ i o n .  No employee s h a l l  be on d u t y  o r  operaEe 
a  corrmercial motor v e h i c l e  whi l e  t h e  employse p o s s e s s e s  a l c o h o l ,  
u n l e s s  t h e  a l c o h o l  i s  man i fes t ed  and t r a n s p o r t e 6  2s p a r t  of a 
shipment .  
U s e  F o h l m d a g  &z-i3ak. No sx~lcjyee i ~ v o l v e d  i n  an 
a c c i d e n t  s h a l l  u s e  a l c o h o l  f o r  s igh t  hours  f o l l o w i n g  the  
a c c i d e n t ,  o r  u ~ t i i  cie s i p l o y e e  u ~ d e r g o z s  a s o s t - a c c i d e n t  a l c c h o l  
t e s t ,  whichev2r o c c u r s  f i r s t .  
Controlled S&z tmcs  T e s t i n g .  No employee s h a l l  r e p o r t  f o r  
duty,  remaix on duty o r  p e r f o m  a safety-sznsiZive f ~ n c t i o n ,  If 
the employee tests  pos i t i -gz  for c o n t r o l l e a  , ~ - h s i ~ n c e s .  
Pre-Employment Tesz ing .  P r i o r  K O  r h e  f i r s t  ~ i m e  22 erzployee p e r f o r m s  s a f e t y -  
s e n s e t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  V i l l a g e ,  t h e  employee  s h a l l  u n d e r g o  t e s t i n g  f o r  c o n t r o l l e d  
s u b s t a n c e s .  The V i l l a g e  w i l l  n o t  a l l o ~ .  e n  emplouee  t o  p e r f o r m  s a f e ~ y  sensa r i -b7e  f u n c s i o n s  
u n i e s s  t h s  employee  h 2 s  r e c e i v e d  2 c o n t r o l l e d  s u b s t a n c e  t e s r  x i t h  a  r e s u l t  i n d i c a t i n g  a 
v e r i f i e d  n e g a t i v e  r e s u l t .  
P o s t - A c c i d e n t  T e s c i n g .  A s  s o o n  a s  p r a c t i c a b l e  f o l l o w i n g  a n  
a c c i d e n t  i n v o l v i n g  a c o ~ , n e r i i a l  m o t o r  v e h i c l ~ ,  t h ~  e m p l o y e e  l q . ~ , o l v s d  
i n  c h e  a c c i d e n c  s h a l l  b e  c c s t e d  f o r  a l c o h o l  2 n d  
controlled substames. Each surviving employee who (1) was 
performing safety-sensitive functions with respect to ihe 
vehicle, if the accident involved the loss oLhuman life, or (2) 
receives a citatior! m d e r  state or local law for a '%oving traffic 
violation arising from the accident will be tested. 
~~ ~estiag. Enployees will be tested for both alcohol 
and controlled substances on a random basis. The m i n i m m  a-mual 
percentage rate for a random alcohol testing shall be 2 5 %  of the 
average n*anber of covered . positions. The minimum arriual 
percentage rate for rafidon controlled subs t ame  testins shall be 
504 of the average n~nber of ccvered gositions. 
The prinary purposes of razdom testing are to d e t e r  
prohibited d ~ g  a d  alcohol use asld to ensure a drug-free and 
alcohol-free workforce. The req~lations r e q ~ i r e  that covered 
enployees shzll bi2 subject to d ~ i g  m d  alcohoi testing on iln 
unai~~~ounced ' 2x3 random basis. The mployer  shall co~duct a 
nmxber of d,qi~ tests on ,211 covered employees q u a i  to zt lezsr 
50 percezl t  of the ai.erage i r  of covered employees esch 
- - 
calenkr year, spr2ad reasonably ovsr a 12 month period. - i q - - 
addition, the ~mployer shall conduct a m m b e r  of alcohol kes~s on 
covered employees equal to at least 25 percent of the n m b e r  of 
covered enployees ezch calendar y e a r ,  spread reasonzbly over a 12 
month period. 
The following is an outline of the key aspects of t h e  random 
testing selection process. 
Br~ployses remain i the r a d m  selection pool  at a l l  
times, regardless of whether or not they heve been 
previously selected for testing. 
Ehpicy~es shell be selected fcr testing by u s i n g  1, 
computer-bzsed rendon number generailor ~3r ecpivalent 
randm selection method that is matched with m 
employee's social security ntdcer. 
The process wili be unaniiour,ced s well as randon. 
Ekployees will be notified that they have been selected 
for testing after they have repcrted for duty on the 
day of the collection. 
Einployees will be selected for random testing based on 
the number of covered employees ac the time and the 
necessary testing rate. 
Specimen collection will be conducted on different days 
of che week throughout the annual cycle. 
Steps for random testing 
(1) The employer, on a pre-determined date, shall use  ~ h e  
random selection procedures to compile a list of 
c o v e r e d  employees : ; c i e c t e d  f o r  r a n d o m  t e s t i n g  d u r i n g  c h a t  
t e s c i - n g  c y c l e .  
(2) The e m p l o y e r  v i !  l n c t i f y  e m p l o y e e s  o f  t h e i r  s e l e c t i o n  f o r  
r a n d o m  t c s c i n g  a : ~ e r  r h e y  h a v e  r e p o r t e d  f o r  d u t y .  
-- 
( a  ) Ths nzmss of DPC! ci~:pli : ;z?s t o  be  t e s t e d  w i l l  be  p r o v i d e d  t o  t h e  Working 
Fcreman.  
( b )  T h e  l i s c  of che e r r : , ! o y e e s  s e l e c t e d  w i l l  b e  r e t z l n e d  i n  
a s e c u r e  l o c a r i c n .  
In ~aking s. Se*miin::.ti~~; of rreso~dle sus~;icion, the 
- L z c t o r s  to be  considered h c l u d e ,  but a r e  not l i ~ i ; i t e d  to, the 
( ; I  7 - d q a a t e l y  docm~en'ied pztt~m- of ul~~ti~factory work 
. .  - perf o m c e ,  f c r  ~ . ; n ~ s k  no apparent non-impairment- 
reiated reason exisis or a change in an employee's 
prior pa t t e rn  cf i+70rk performance.  
( 2 )  Phys ica l  signs and s;mpcoms consistent w i t h  substance 
abuse. 
( 3  m i d e n c e  of  i l l e r j e l  G r z g  o r  alcohol use, possession, 
saie or d e l i v ~ , q  +;hi12 G n  d u t y .  
(4) Occurrence of a serious or potentially serious accident 
that may have been caused by human error or flagrant 
violations of established safety, see-tlrity- or other 
operational procedures. 
Returned-To-Duty Tooting. The employer shall ensure that 
before an employee returns to duty requiring the performance of a 
safety-sensitive function after engaging in conduct prohibited by 
the regulations concerning alcohol, the employee shall undergo a 
return-to-duty alcohol test with the result indicating an alcohol 
concentration of less than 0.02. The employer shall ensure that 
before an employee returns to duty requiring the performance of a 
safety-sensitive function after engaging in conduct prohibited by 
the regulations concerning controlled substances, the employee 
shall undergo a return-to-duty controlled substance test with a 
result indicating a verified negative result for controlled 
substances use. 
Follow-Up Testing. Following a determination by a Substance 
Abuse Professional that an employee is in need of assistance in 
resolving problems associated with the use of controlled 
substances, the employer shall ensure that the employee is 
subj ect to unannounced follow-up alcohol and/or controlled 
substance testing as directed by a substance abuse prof es-sional . 
Follow-up alcohol testing shall be conducted only when the 
employee is performing safety-sensitive functions, just before 
the employee is to perform safety-sensitive functions, or just 
after the employee has ceased perf oming saf ety-sensitive 
functions. The testing will consist of at least six ( 6 )  follow- 
up tests in the .- first twelve months following the employee's 
return-to-duty. .Follow-up testing may be conducted for up to 60 
months after t h e  employees return-to-duty- 
General Safety Considerations. 
Anytime an employee tests positive for alcohol the employer 
will arrange to transport the employee from the collection site 
to the employee's home. 
-., Anytime an employee is drug tested under the reasonable 
suspicion or post-accident section of this Plan, the employee 
shall not perform any safety-sensitive duties pending the receipt 
of the drug test results- 
An employee who refuses to take or fails a drug or alcohol 
test may not return to duty (i.e. perform safety-sensitive 
functions) until the employee passes a drug test and alcohol 
test, if applicable, and the employer has determined that the 
employee may return to duty (i.e. perform a safety-sensitive 
function) . 
-- .  - . . 
.- 
Pending the outcome of a reasonable suspicion or post-accident test for 
drugs the employee shall be placed in a non safety-sensative position- 
THE PRKEDTJREa T m T  WILL BE USED TO TEST FOR THE PRESENCE OF 
W Q H Q L  AWD CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES - 
I.. Drys Te~tinq. 
Preparation for Testing. The employer and a certified 
laboratory will maintain a clear and well-documented procedure 
for the collection, shipment, and accessing of urine specimens as 
detailed and required by the Federal regulations. When an 
employee enters the testing location, the testing procedures will 
be fully explained to the employee. The procedures include the 
following: 
the use of a drug testing custody and control form; 
the use of a clean, single-use specimen bottle that is 
securely wrapped until filled with the specimen; 
the use of a t~nperproof sealing system, designed in a 
manner to ensure against opening; 
the use of a shipping container in which the specimen 
and associated paperwork may be trans£ erred and which 
can be sealed and initialed to prevent undetected 
tampering; 
the use of written procedures, instructions, and 
training that will ensure that collection site 
personnel have the ability to administer the collection 
procedures in accordance wit the requirements of the 
regulatrions . 
Designation of Collection Site. The employer has identified 
a designated collection site which has all necessary personnel, 
materials, equipment, facilities and supervision to provide for 
the collection, security, temporary storage, and shipping or 
transportation of urine specimens to a certified drug testing 
laboratory. The location of the site is: M e d W o r k s  S a r a t o g a  . 
Security. The designated collection site will be secured to 
ensure that other persons are not present during the collection 
process. The specimen shall remain under the direct control of 
collection site personnel from delivery to its being sealed in 
the mailer. The mailer shall be immediately mailed, maintained 
in secure storage, or remain until mailed under the control of 
collection site personnel. 
Chain of Curtody. A chain of custody and control form shall 
be properly executed by authorized collection site personnel upon 
receipt of specimens. Handling or transportation of urine 
specimens from one authorized individual or place to another 
shall always be accomplished through chain of custody procedures. 
Since specimens and documentation are sealed in shipping 
containers that would indicate any tampering during transit to - 
the laboratory, and couriers, express carriers and postal service 
personnel do hot have access to the chain of custedy forms, there 
is no requirement that such personnel document chain of custody 
- 
for the shipping container during transit. 
Accaes to Authorized Parrsomml Only. No unauthorized 
personnel shall be permitted in any part of the designated 
collection site where urine specimens are .collected' or stored. 
Only collection site personnel may handle specimens prior to 
their securement in the mailing container or monitor or observe 
specimen collection. In order to promote security, the 
collection site person shall have only one donor under his or her 
supervision at any time. 
Privacy. Procedures for collecting urine specimens shall 
allow individual privacy unless there is a reasora to believe that 
a particular individual may alter or substitute the specimen to 
be provided. 
Collection s i t e - p e r s o n n e l  
Integrity and Identity of Spschsn.  shall take necessary 
precautions to ensure that a urine specimen is not adulterated or 
diluted during the collection procedure and that information on 
the urine bottle and on the urine custody and control form can 
identify the individual from whom the specimen was collected. 
Failure to Cooperate. If the employee refuses to cooperate 
with the collection process, collection site personr-el shall 
inform the employer and shall document the noncooperation on the 
drug testing custody and control form. 
Employes R6qui.riag Eedical ~tteatioa. If the sample being 
collected is from an employee in need of medical attention (e.g., 
as part of a post-accident test given in an emergency medical 
facility), necessary medical attention shall not be delayed in 
order to collect the specimen. 
Laboratory P~rsonmsl d ~s=lyeic ~roc&%xes. The 
laboratory used to analyze specimens shall meet the requirements 
of the regulations and utilize procedures that conform with the 
regulations. 
Quality Assurance and Quality Control. Drug testing 
laboratories shall have a quality assurance program which 
encompasses all aspects of the testing process including but not 
1imi ted to specimen acquisition, chain of custody security and 
reporting of results, initial and confirmatory testing and 
y validation of analytical procedures. Quality assurance 
procedures shall be designated, implemented and reviewed to 
monitor the conduct of each step of the process of testing. All 
specimens identified as positive on the initial test shall be 
conf inned using an additional testing procedure. 
Reporting and R o v i e w  of ~emultm by n o .  Positive test 
results will be reported directly to a designated Medical ~eview 
Officer (MRO) prior to the transmission of the results to the 
employer's administrative officials. The MRO sh-all review the 
integrity of test results and contact the indivifial directly, on 
a,.confidential basis, to determine whether the employee wishes to 
dis'cuss the test results. Following the verification of a 
positive test result, the MXO shall report the result to the 
employer. Awwenfix C contains a detailed explanation of the 
MRO's duties and responsibilities. 
Protection of Employee. Records. The employer's contract 
with the laboratories conducting the drug tests requires that the 
laboratory maintain employee test records in confidence, as 
provided in the regulations. 
Detailed Specimen Collection ProceBurss. A ~ ~ e n d i x  D
contains detailed specimen collection procedures. 
Alcohol Testins. 
The Breath Alcohol Technician. The breath alcohol 
technician (BAT) that conducts alcohol testing shall be trained 
to proficiency in the operation of the evidential breath testing 
(EBT)  device. The EBTs shall conform with the requirements of 
the regulations. The EBT will be subject to a quzlity assurance 
plan developed by the manufacturer of the device. 
Locations for Breath Alcohol Testing. The employer shall 
conduct alcohol testing in the location that affords visual and 
aural privacy to the individual being tested, sufficient to 
prevent unauthorized persons from seeing or hearing test results. 
All necessary equipment, personnel, and materials- for breath 
testing will be provided at the location where testing is 
conducted. 
Preparation for Breath Alcohol Testing. When an employee 
enters the alcohol testing location, the BAT will rewire him or 
her to provide positive identification. The testing procedures 
will be fully explained to the employee. 
~efusals to Test and Uncompleted Tests. Refusal by an 
employee to complete and sign the breath alcohol testing form, to 
provide breath, to provide an adequate amount of breath, or 
otherwise to cooperate with the testing process in a way that 
prevents the completion of the test, shall be reported 
immediately to the employer. 
Protection of Employee Records. The employer will maintain 
records in a secure manner, in accordance with the regulations. 
Detailed Specimen Co l l ec t ion  Procedurse. BBwendix P 
contains detailed specimen collection procedures , 
No employee shall refuse to submit to a required alcohol or 
controlled substance test. The employer shall not permit an 
employee who refuses to submit to such test to perform or 
continue to perform safety-sensitive functions. 
P o l i c y .  C o m p l i a n c e  w i t h  t h e  r e g u l a t i o n s  a n d  t h i s  P l a n  i s  a  c o n d i t i o n  
o f  e m p l o y m e n t .  R e f u s a l  t o  t a k e  a  r e q u i r e d  t e s t  o r  f a i l u r e  o f  a  d r u g  o r  
a l c o h o l  t e s t  s h a l l  r e s u l t  i n  r e m o v a l  f r o m  p e r f o r m i n g  c o v e r e d  f u n c t i o n s .  
A d . d i t i o n a 1  d i s c i p l i n a r y  a c t i o n  u p  t o  a n d  i n c l u d i n g  termination m a y  r e s u l t .  
A n y  d i s c i p l i n a r y  a c t i o n  t a k e n  s h a l l  b e  i n  c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h  t h e  E m p l o y e e ,  
D i s c i p l i n e  p o l i c y  a d o p t e d  by t h e  V i l l a g e  o f  B a l l s t o n  Spa. 
R e m o v a l  f r o m  s a f e t y - s e n s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s .  No d r i v e r  s h a l l  p e r f o r m  
s a f e t y - s e n s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  i f  t h e  d r i v e r  h a s  e n g a g e d  i n  c o n d u c t  
p r o h i b i t e d  b y  t h e  r e g u l a t i o n s  o r  t h i s  p l a n .  An e m p l o y e e  w h o  i s  f o u n d  
t o  h a v e  a n  a l c o h o l  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  0 . 0 2  b u t  l e s s  t h a n  0 . 0 4  s h a l l  
n o t  b e  a l l o w e d  t o  p e r f o r m  s a f e t y - s e n s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  u n t i l  a t  l e a s t  
2 4  h o u r s  f r o m  t h e  t e s t  a n d  s h a l l  b e  p l a c e d  o n  a  n o  p a y  s t a t u s  f o r  
t h e  t i m e  b e t w e e n  t h e  o r i g i n a l  t e s t  a n d  t h e  24 h o u r  f o l l o w - u p  t e s t .  
Before an employee returns to duty requiring the performance 
of safety-sensitive functions after engaging in conduct 
prohibited by this Plan, the employee shall undergo a return to 
duty drug and/or alcohol test with the result indicating an 
alcohol concentration of less than 0.02 if the conduct involved 
alcohol or a drug test with a verified negative result if the 
conduct i~volved drug use. 
An employee who tests positive for drugs or alcohol shall be 
evaluated by a Substance Abuse Professional (See Appendix A for 
definition) to determine whether the employee needs assistance or . 
whether the employee has properly followed any rehabilitation 
program previously prescribed by the Substance Abuse 
Professional, and shall be subject to unannounced follow-up 
alcohol and drug tests administered by the employer following the 
employee's return to duty. 
The employer provides an employee assistance program (EAP) 
for its employees. The EAP provides confidential counseling for 
many different areas of concern to employees including drug and 
alcohol problems. The name and number of the ~ f l  representative 
is listed in m i x  B -  
Supervisory personnel responsible for the employees covered 
under this plan will receive training as part of this Plan. 
Training shall include information on the specific, 
contemporaneous, physical, behavioral, and performance indicators 
of probable drug and alcohol use. This training shall be for 
supervisors who may have to determine whether an employee should 
be tested for reasonable cause. Training shall be conducted in accordance 
with 49 CFR 382.603. 
A J X ) I T I B W  T m W T I Q W  QK TEE EFFEZTS OF PRVGB XETD W O H Q L  
Employees will receive periodic educational information 
concerning the effects of alcohol and controlled substances on an 
individual's health, work, and personal life; signs and symptoms 
of an alcohol or controlled substance problem; and available 
methods of intervening when an alcohol or controlled substance 
problem is suspected. Additional information is available 
through the employer representative's. designated in mwendix B 
and through union representatives. 
Certificate of Receipt. Each employee is required-to sign a 
statement certifying that he or she has received a copy of this 
plan. A Certificate of Receipt is attached as A~wendix E. 
For purposes of this Plan, the following definitions apply: 
1. Accident: An occurrence involving a Commercial Motor 
Vehicle operating on a public road which results in: 
a. a fatality; 
b. bodily injury to a person who, as a result of the 
injury, immediately receives medical treatment away 
from the scene of the accident; or 
c. one or more motor vehicles incurring disabling 
damage as a result of the accident: requiring the 
vehicle to be transported away from the ,scene by a 
two truck or. other vehicle. 
The term Accident does not include: 
i. F a  occurrence involving only boarding and alighting 
from a stationary motor vehicle; 
ii. An occurrence involving only the loading or 
unloading of cargo; or 
iii.An occurrence in the course of the operation of a 
passenger car on a multipurpose passenger vehicle 
(as- def ined in 49 CFR 571.3) by a motor carrier and 
is not transporting passengers for hire or hazardous 
rna"Lria1s of a type and quantity that require the 
motor vehicle to be marked or placarded in 
accordance with 49 CFR Section 177.823. 
. . d -  If an employee is ticketed for a moving traffic 
. violation as a result of an accident while driving a 
Commercial Motor Vehicle, the employee is subject to a 
Drug and Alcohol test under the Plan. 
2. Air Blank: A reading by an EBT of ambient air 
containing no alcohol. 
3. Alcohol: .means the intoxicating agent in beverage 
alcohol, ethyl alcohol, or other low molecular weight 
alcohols including methyl and isopropyl alcohol. 
4. Alcohol concentration (or content) : means the alcohol 
in a volume of breath expressed in terms of grams of 
alcohol per 210 liters of breath as indicated by 'an 
evidential breath test under this part. 
Alcohol use: means the consumption of any beverage, 
mixture, or preparation, including -any medication 
containing alcohol. 
Blind Sample: a urine specimen submitted to a 
laboratory for quality control testing purposes, with a 
fictitious identifier, so that the laboratory cannot 
distinguish it from employee specimens, and which is 
spiked with known quantities of specific Drugs or which 
is blank, containing no Drugs. 
Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT): an individual who 
instructs and assists individuals in the Alcohol testing 
process and operates an EBT. 
Chain of Custody: procedixes to account for the 
integrity of each urine specimen by tracking its 
handling and storage from point of specimen collection 
to final disposition of the specimen. These procedures 
shall require that the DOT-approved Drug testing custody 
form be used from time of collection to receipt by the 
laboratory. 
Collection Site: a designated clinic/facility where 
applicants or employees may present themselves for the 
purpose of providing a specimen of their urine to be 
analyzed for the presence of Drugs or providing a sample 
of their breath to be analyzed for the presence of 
Alcohol. 
Collect'Yon Site Person: a person who instructs and 
assists applicants and employees through the specimen 
collection process. 
Commercial Motor Vehicle: means a motor vehicle or 
combination of motor vehicles used in commerce to 
transport passengers or property if the motor vehicle: 
a. Has a gross combination weight rating of 26,001 or 
more pounds inclusive of a towed unit with a gross 
vehicle weight rating of more than 10,000 pounds; or 
b. Has a gross vehicle weight rating of 26,001 or more 
pounds; or 
c. Is designed to transport 16 or more passengers, 
including the driver; or 
d. Is of any size and is used in the transportation of 
materials found to be hazardous for the purposes of 
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act and which 
require the motor vehicle to be placarded under the 
Hazardous Materials Regulations (49 CFR part 172,; 
subpart F) . 
12. Confirmation Test: For alcohol testing, means a second 
test, following a screeni~g test with a result of 0.02 
or greater, that provides quantitative W a  of alcohol 
concentration. For controlled substances, testing means 
a second analytical procedure to identify the presence 
of a specific drug or metabolite, which is independent 
of the screen test and which uses a different technique 
and chemical principal from that of the screen test in 
order to ensure reliability and accuracy. (Gas 
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) is the only 
authorized confirmation method for cocaine, marijuana, 
opiates, amphetamines, and phencyclidine.) 
13. Covered Employee (Employee) : Every Employee who 
operates a ~orrmercial Motor Vehicle in interstate or 
intrastate commerce and is subject to having a CDL. See 
Appendix C for a list of job classifications of Covered 
Employees. 
14. Cut-Off Levels: the minimum value established for 
designating a test result as positive. 
15. Driver: means any person who operates a commercial 
motor vehicle. This includes, but is not limited to: 
full time, regularly employed drivers; casual, 
intermittent or occasional. drivers; leased &ivers and 
independent, owner-operator contractors who are either 
directly employed by or under lease to an. employer or 
who operate a commercial motor vehicle at the direction 
of or with the consent of an employer. For the purposes 
of preemployment/pre-duty testing only, the term driver 
includes a person applying to an employer to drive a 
commercial motor vehicle. 
16. Drugs (Prohibited): marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines, 
phencyclidine and/or opiates. 
17. EAP: Employee Assistance Program at which provides all 
employees with a means of obtaining confidential 
professional assistance in handling personal problems 
'which may adversely affect job performance. 
18. Evidential Breath Testing ~evice (EBT) : an EBT approved 
by the National ~ighway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTA) for the evidential testing of breath and placed 
on NHTA1s "Conforming Products List of Evidential Breath 
Measurement Devices" (CPL). 
19. Fail a Drug Test or Test Positive: the confirmation 
test result shows positive evidence of the presence 
under DOT procedures of a prohibited Drug in the 
Employee's or applicant's system. 
(c) engages in conduct that clearly . obstructs the 
testing process. 
24,. Safety-sensitive function: 
20. Medical Review Officer (MRO): a licensed physician 
(medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy)~sponsible for 
receiving laboratory results gederated by an employer's 
Drug testing program who has knowledge of the substance 
abuse disorders and has appropriate medical training to 
interpret and evaluate an individual's confirmed 
positive test result together with his/her medical 
history and any other biomedical information. 
21. Pass a Drug Test or Test Negative: that Initial Testing 
or confirmation testing under DOT procedures does not 
show evidence of the presence of prohibited Drug in the 
Employee's or applicant's system. 
22. Performing (a safety-sensitive function): means a 
driver is considered to be performing a safety-sensitive 
function during any period in which he or she is 
actually performing, ready to perform, or immediately 
available to perforn any safety-sensitive functions. 
23. Refuse to submit (to an alcohol or controlled substances 
test: means that a driver 
(a) Fails to provide adequate breath for testing without 
a valid medical explanation after he or she has 
received notice 3f the requirement for breath 
testing in accordance with the provisions of this 
part, 
(b) fails to provide adequate urine for controlled 
substances testing without a valid medical 
explanation after he or she has received notice of 
the requirement for urine testing in accordance with 
the provisions of this part, or 
(1) All time at a carrier or shipper plant, terminal, 
facility, or other property, waiting to be 
dispatched, unless the driver has been relieved from 
duty by the employer. 
(2) All time inspecting equipment as required by the 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Reylations (FMCSR's), 
or otherwise inspecting, servicing, or conditioning 
any commercial motor vehicle at any time. 
( 3 )  All time spent at the driving controls of. a 
corrmercial motor vehicle. 
(4) All time, other than driving time, spent on or in a 
commercial motor vehicle (except r time spent 
resting in the sleeper berth.) 
(5) All time loading or unloading a commercial motor 
vehicle, supervising, or assisting in the loading or 
unloading, attending a vehicle being loaded or 
unloaded, remaining in readiness to operate the 
vehicle, or in giving or receiving receipts for 
shipments loaded or unloaded. 
( 6 )  All time spent performing the driver requirements 
associated with an accident. 
( 7 )  All time repairing, obtaining assistance, or 
remaining in attendance upon a disabled vehicle. 
SAMHSA: Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, formerly National Institute on Drug 
Abuse (NIDA), was established by the Department of 
Health and Human Services ( D - I S )  in 1986 to regulate 
laboratories performing analytical tests (Drug tests) on 
human body fluids for employment purposes in the public 
sector. 
Screening test (also known a s  initial test) : In alcohol 
testing, it means an analytical procedure to determine 
whether a driver may have a prohibited concentration of 
alcohol in his or her system. In controlled substance 
testing, it means an immu~loassay screen to eliminate 
"negative" urine specimens from further consideration. 
Substance Pbuse Professional: means a licensed 
physician (Medical Doctor or Doctor of Osteopathy), or a 
licensed or certified psychologist, social worker, 
employee assistance professional, or addiction counselor 
(certified by the National Association of Alcoholism and 
Drug Abuse Counselors Certification Cornhission) with 
knowledge of and cl-inical experience in the diagnosis 
and treatment of alcohol and controlled substances- 
related disorders. 
Brug/Alcohol Program Manager (DAPM) 
(phone # )  885-2225 
885-5382 (ext . 647) 
. ( con tac t )  Spencer Hellwig 
Medical R e v i e w  O f f i c e r  (MxO) . 
( e s n t a 5 t ) ~ r -  &&el Holland 
XedWorZrs of Saratoga .. . . .  
. . 221 Lake Avenue 
. . Saratoga Springs, tTY 12866 - 
D e w t m e n t  of Health and Human Services (DHHS) 
P r immy L h r a t o ~  EetPath Incorporated 
One E4alcoh Avenue 
... Teterboo, B J  07608 
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. I f  the  test  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  ~ r i r e a ~  s p e c h e n  is po 
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secondaj Ldra tOr~  i t i v e ,  t h e  KRO s h a l l  n o t i f y  t h e e q l b y e &  and a t  
- 
employees reques t  provide a- l i s t i n g  of add i t iona  
DEIHS-certified l abora to r ies  t o  t e s t  t h e  s p l i t -  
specimen f o r  t h e  presence o f  the-drug(s)  f o r  whi 
a p o s i t i v e  re.sult was obta ined i n  t h e  t e s t  of t h  
rima i n. 
4 ~ m ~ l o y e e  ~ssistance ~ P o g r g  sff!&T - .  
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.... . (ph~ne 5 )  ~ ~ 4 - 2 2 2 5  . - 
. . 885-5381(ext. 647) 
- ( con tac t )  ~ ~ l l i & -  S. .Baker 
5. Subs tance  Abuse ~rofessional (SAP) 
(phone # ) 584-9030 . . 
(c0ntact)Dale Angstadt, Di rec to r  
sara togaS County Cornunity Mental Health Serv ices  
Hans R .  Lehr, Alcoholism Program Coordinator 
Sara toga County Conrmnity Mental Health S e r v i c e s  
A.  General 
! 
, 1. The employer shall have on staff or contract for 
the services of an MRO. The MRO shall be a 
licensed physician with knowledge of drug abuse 
disorders. The KRO shall review all negative and 
; positive drug test results and interview 
individuals tested positive to verify the 
laboratory report before the employer is notified. 
The review of negative tests may be an 
administrative process to ens'ure the chain-of- 
custody procedures were intact. 
. . 
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.. - . . 2. ' The MRO has contracted with the employer to provide ' .-.. . 
. . - .  
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. . _ ? . .  .. . the services of &IRO for this drug testing policy in. :: 
> .  . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . accordance with the requirements of Title 49 CF :?:. 
40.33. A listing of the county MRO(s) which..':.?'. 
: include their name (s) and address (es) is contained ?.:' 
in Appendix B. .. . .- . . . . . - .  
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. . .  I. The MRO shall review confirmed positive results. -A,::.; 
. . - positive . test result does not autornatical1y."~- 
;dent i f an employee/applicant as having used  drug^':^,'. 
in violation of a DOT regulation. An individual-'. 
with a detailed knowledge of possible alternate 
medical explanations is essential to the >review of 
the results. This review shall be performed by the 
MRO prior to the transmissi~n of results to the 
employer. The MRO review shall include review of 
the chain-of-custody to ensure that. it is -complete 
on its face. 
2 .  The duties of the MRO with respect to negative 
results are purely administrative. 
C. Qualifications and Responsibilities 
1. The MRO shall be a licensed physician with 
knowledge of substance abuse disorders and may be 
an employee of the employer or a private physician 
retained for this purpose. The MRO shall not be an 
employee of the laboratory conducting the drug test 
unless the laboratory establishes a clear 
separation of functions to prevent any appearance 
of a conflict of interest including assuring tHat 
the MA0 has no responsibility for, and is not 
supervised by or the supervisor of, any persons who 
have responsibility for the drug testing or quality . .  bj; ..
control operations of the laboratory. 
2. The role of the MRO is to review and interpret 
confirmed positive test results obtained through 
the employer testing program. In cayrying out this 
responsibility, the MRO shall examine alternate 
medical explana~ions for any positive test result. 
This action could include conduction a medical 
interview with the individual and review of the 
individuals medical history, or review of any other 
relevant biomedical factors. The MRO shall review 
all medical records made available by the tested 
individual when a confirmed positive test could 
have resulted from legally prescribed medication. 
The MRO shall not, however, consider the results of 
urine samples that are not obtained or processed in 
accordance with DOT regulations. 
3. The MRO may require the original specimen be 
reanalyzed to determine the accuracy of the test 
result. The Mi0 may verify that the laboratory 
report and assessment are correct. 
D. Positive Test Results 
1. Prior to making a final decision to verify a 
positive test result, the MRO shall give the 
individual an opportunity to discuss the test 
result with hidher. 
2. The MXO shall contact the individual directly, on a 
confidential basis, to determine whether the 
employee wishes to discuss the test result. A 
staff- person under the MFIO1s supervision mzy make 
the initial contact, and a medically licensed or 
certified staff may gather information from 
the employee. Except as provided in paragraph 5 of 
this section, the MRO shall talk directly with the 
employee before verifying a test as positive. 
3. If, after making , all re~sonable efforts and 
documenting them, the MXO is unable to reach the 
individual directly, the KRO shall contact a 
designated management official who shall direct the 
individual to contact the MRO as soon as possible. 
If it becomes necessary to reach the individual 
through the designated managenent official, such 
official shall employ procedures that ensure, to 
the maximum extent practicable, that the 
requirement of the employee to contact the MRO is 
held in confidence. 
4. If, after making all reasonable efforts, the 
designated management official is unable to contact 
the employee, the county may place the employee on 
temporary medically unqualified status or medical ' 
leave. 
5. The MRO may verify a test as positive without 
having communicated directly w i & b  th.e employee 
about the test in two circuhstances: 
a. The employee expressly declines the opportunity to 
discuss the test; 
b. The designated company representative has 
successfully made and documented a contact with the 
employee and instructed the employee to contact the 
MRO (See paragraphs ( D ) ( 3 )  and ( 4 )  of this 
section) , and more than five days have passed since -. 
the date the employee was successfully contacted by 
the designated employer representative. 
6. If a test is verified positive under the 
circumstances specified in paragraph 5 of this 
section, the employee may present to the MRO 
information documenting that serious illness, 
injury, or other circumstances unavoidably 
prevented the employee from timely contacting the 
MRO.  The MRO, on the basis of such information, 
may reopen the verification allowing the employee 
to present information concerning a legitimate 
explanation for the conf irmed positive test. If 
the MRO concludes that there is a legitimate 
explanation, the Mi0 declares the test to -be 
negative. 
7. Following verification of a positive test result, 
th-e MRO shall refer the case to the employer for 
action. 
E. Verification for Opiates; ~eview for Prescription 
Medicat ion 
- . -- - . . . . . - - . . . .- . . . . .- 
1. Before the H R O  verifies a confirmed positive result for opiates, 
the MRO shall determine that there is clinical evidence-in 
addition to the urine test-of unauthorized use of any opium, 
opiate-, or opium derivative (e.~., m~r~hinelcodeine). 
F. This section was intentionally left blank. 
G- Results consistent with Legal Drug Use: If the MRO determines there 
is a legitimate medical explanation for the positive test result, the 
MRO shall report the test result to the employer as negative. 
H. Results Scientificaily Insufficient 
The MRO, based on review of insp<ction report, 
quality control data, multiple sample, anci other 
pertinent results, may determine that the result is 
scientifically insufficient for further action and 
declare the test specimen negative. In this 
situation the MRO may request reanalysis of the 
original sample before making this decision. The 
MRO may request that reanalysis be performed by the 
same laboratory or, as provided in paragraph - F 
above, that a sample of the original specimen be 
sent for reanalysis to an alternate laboratory 
which is certified in accordance with the DXHS 
guidelines. 
2. The laboratory shall assist in this review process 
as requested by the MRO by making available the 
individual responsible for day-to-day management of 
the urine drug testing laboratory or other employee 
who is a forensic toxicologist or who has 
equivalent forensic experience in urine drug 
testing, to provide specific consultation as 
required by the employer. The employer shall 
include in any required annual report to FXNA a 
summary of any negative findings based on 
scientific insufficiency but shall not include any 
personal identifying information in such reports. 
I. Disclosure of Information 
1. Except as provided in this paragraph, the MRO shall 
not disclose to any third party medical information 
provided by the individual to the MRO as a part of 
the testing verification process. 
2. The 0 may disclose such information to the 
employer, DOT or other Federal safety agency, or a 
physician responsible for determining the medical 
qualification of the employee under the appropriate 
DOT regulation, as applicable, only if: 
a. An applicable DOT regulation permits or 
requires such disclosure. 
b. In the MRO's reasonable medical judgment, the 
information could result in the employee being 
determined to be medically unqualified under 
any applicable DOT rule; or 
c -  In the MRO's reasonable medical judgment, i'n a 
situation in which there is no DOT rule 
establishing physical qualification standards 
applicable to the employee, the information 
indicates that continued performance by the 
employee of his or her covered function could 
pose a significant safety risk. 
3. Before obtaining medical information from the 
employee as part of the verification process, the 
MRO shall inform the employee that information may 
be disclosed to third parties as provided in this 
paragraph and the identity of any parties to whom 
information may be disclosed. 
APPENDIX D 
DRVQ W ALCOHOL 8PECIMEN COLLECTION P R ~ D U R E S  
I. Drugs 
A. Scope 
The drug testing custody and control form is to be 
used as a permanent record on which ide~ltifying 
data on the employee and on the specimen 
collection and transfer process are retained. The 
drug testing plan requires testing for marijuana, 
cocaine, opiates, amphetamines, aad phencyclidine. 
Urine specimens collected under this plan may be 
used only to test for controlled substances 
designated or approved for testing as described in 
this appendix and shall not be used to conduct any 
other analysis or test. 
This plan does not prohibit procedures reasonably 
incident to analysis of the specimen for 
controlled substances (e.g., determination of pH 
or test for specific gravity, creatinine 
concentration, or presence of adulterants). 
B. Procedures: The collection site person shall utiiize 
the DOT approved drug testing custody and control 
z 
~0rn-l- (COC) . 
C. Security 
The purpose of this paragraph is to prevent 
unauthorized access which could compromise the 
integrity of the collection process of the 
specimen. 
The designated collection site is to be secure. 
If a collection site facility is dedicated solely 
to urine collection, it shall be secure at all 
times. If a facility cannot be dedicated solely 
to drug testing, the portion of the facility used 
for testing shall be secure during drug testing. 
A facility normally used for other purposes, such 
as a public rest room or hospital examining room, 
may be secured by visual inspection to ensure 
other Dersons are not present and undetected 
& 
access (e-g., through a rear door not in view of 
the collection site person) is not possible. 
Security during collection may be maintained by 
effective restriction of access to collection, 
materials and specimens. In the case of a public ~ 
rest room, the facility must be posted against 
access during the entire collection procedure to 
avoid embarrassment to the employeeLor distraction 
of the collection site person. 
4. If it is impractical to maintain continuous 
physical security of a collection site from the 
time the specimen is presented until the sealed 
mailer is transferred for shipment, the following 
minimum procedures shall apply; 
a. The specimen shall remain under the direct 
control of the collection site person from 
delivery to its being sealed in the mailer. 
b. The mailer shall be immediately mailed, 
maintained in secure storage, or remain until 
mailed under the persona1 control of the 
collection site person. 
Chain of Custody 
1. The chain of custody block of the drug testing 
custody and control form shall be properly 
executed by authorized collection site personnel 
upon receipt of specimens. 
2. Handling the transportation of urine specimens 
from an authorized individual or place to another 
shall always be accomplished through chain of 
custody procedures. Every effort shall be made to 
minimize the number of persons handling specimens. 
Access to Authorized Personnel Only 
No unauthorized personnel shall be permitted in 
any part of the designated collection site when 
urine specimens are collected or stored. Only the' 
collection site person may handle specimens prior 
to their securement in the mailing container or 
monitor or observe a specimen collection (under 
the conditions specified in this section). 
To promote security of specimens, avoid 
distraction of the collection site person, and 
ensure against any confusion in the identification 
of specimens, the collection site person shall 
have only one donor under supervision at anytime. 
For this purpose, a collection procedure is 
complete when the urine bottle has been sealed and 
initialed, the drug testing custody and control 
form has been executed, and the employee has 
departed the site (or, in the case of an employee 
who was unable to provide a complete specimen, has 
entered a waiting area) . 
- 
F. Privacy 
1. Procedures for collecting urine specimens shall 
allow individual privacy unless there is a reason 
to believe that a particular individual may alter 
or substitute the specimen to be provided, as 
further described in this paragraph. 
2. For purposes of this procedure, the following 
circumstances are the exclusive grounds 
constituting a reason to believe that the 
individual may alter or substitute the specimen: 
The employee has presented a urine specimen 
that falls outside the normal temperature 
range (32-38 C / 90-100 F), and 
(1) the employee declines to provide a 
measurement of oral body temperature, or 
(2) oral body temperature varies by more 
than 1 C/1.8 F from the temperature of the 
specimen. 
The last urine specimen provided by the 
employee i e . ,  on a previous occasion) was 
determined by the laboratory to have a 
specific gravity of less than 1.003 and a 
creatinine concentration below .2g/L. 
The collection site person observes conduct 
clearly and unequivocally indicating an 
attempt to substitute or adulterate the 
sample (e.g., substitute urine iri plain view, 
blue dye 'in specimen presented) ; or 
The employee has previously been determined 
to have used a controlled substance without 
medical authorization and the particular test 
was being conducted under a DOT regulation 
providing for follow-up testing upon or after 
return to service. 
3. A higher-level supervisor of the collection site 
person, or a designated employee representative, 
shall review and concur in advance with any 
decision by a collection site person to obtain a 
specimen under the direct observation of a same 
gender collection site person based upon the 
circumstances described in paragraph 2 above. 
. 
G. Integrity and Identity of Specimen: The collection 
site person shall take precautions to .ensure that a 
urine specimen is not adulterated or dilufed during 
the collection procedure and that information on the 
urine custody and control form can identify the 
individual from whom the specimen was collected. The 
following minimum precautions shall be taken to 
ensure that unadulterated specimens are obtained and 
correctly identified: 
To deter the dilution of specimens at the 
collection site, - toilet bluing agents shall be 
placed in toilet tanks wherever possible, so that 
reservoir of water in the toilet bowl always 
remains blue. Where practicable, there shall be 
no other source of water (e.g., no shower or sink) 
in the enclosure where urination occurs. If there 
is another source of water in the enclosure, it 
shall be effectively secured or monitored to 
ensure it is not used as a source for diluting the 
specimen. 
2. When an individual arrives at the collection site, 
the collection site person shall ensure that the 
individual is positively identified as the 
employee selected for testing (e. g., through 
presentation of photo identification or 
identification by the employer's representative). 
if the individual's identity cannot be 
established, the collection site person shall not 
proceed with the collection. If the employee 
requests, the collection site person shall show 
proper identification to the employee. 
3 .  If the individual fails to arrive at the assigned 
time, the collection site person shall contact the 
appropriate authority to obtain guidance on the 
action to be taken. 
4. The collection site person shall ask the 
individual to remove any unnecessary outer 
garments such as a coat or jacket that might 
conceal items or substances that could be used to 
tamper with or adulterate the individual's urine 
specimen. The collection site person shall ensure 
that all personal belongings such as a purse or 
briefcase remain with the outer garments. The 
individual may retain his or her wallet. If the 
employee requests it, the collection site person 
shall provide the employee a receipt for any 
personal belongings. 
5. The individual shall be instructed to wash and dry 
his or her hands prior to urination. 
After washing hands, the individual shall remain 
in the presence of the collection &e person and 
shall not have access to any water fountain, 
faucet, soap dispenser, cleaning agent, or any 
other materials which could be used to adulterate 
the specimen. 
The individual may provide their specimen in the 
privacy of a stall or otherwise partitioned area 
that allows for individual privacy. The 
collection site person shall provide the 
individual with a specimen bottle or collection 
container, if applicable, for this purpose. 
The collection site person shall note any unusual 
behavior or appearance on the urine custody and 
control form. 
In the exception event that an employer-designated 
collection site is not accessible and there is an 
immediate requirement for specimen collection 
(e-g., circumstances require a post-accident 
test), a public rest room may be used according to 
the following procedures: A collection site 
person of the same gender as the individual shall 
accompany the individual into the public rest room 
which shall be made secure during the collection 
procedure. If possible, a toilet bluing agent 
shall be placed in the bowl and any accessible 
toilet tank. The collection site person shall 
remain in the rest room, but outside the stall, 
until the specimen is collected. If no bluing 
agent is available to deter specimen dilution, the 
collection site person shall instruct the 
individual not to flush the toilet until the 
specimen is delivered to the collection site 
person. After the collection site- person has 
possession of the specimen, the individual will be 
instructed to flush the toilet and to participate 
with the collection site person in completing the 
chain-of-custody procedures. 
10. Collection Methodology 
a. Upon receiving the specimen from the 
individual, the collection site person shall 
dete-mine if it has at least 45 ml of urine 
(30 ml for the primary specimen and 15 ml for 
the secondary specimen) . If the individual 
is unable to provide such a quantity of 
urine, the ccllection site person shall 
instruct the individual drink not more than 
40 ounces of fluids and, after a period of up . 
to three hours, again attempt to provide a 
complete sample using a fresh collection 
container. The original insufficient 
specimen shall be discarded. 3 the employee 
is still unable to provide an adequate 
specimen, the insufficient specimen shall be 
discarded, testing discontinued, and the 
employer notified. The MRO shall refer the 
individual for a medical evaluation to 
develop pertinent information concerning 
whether the individual's inability to provide 
a specimen is genuine or constitutes a 
refusal to test. Upon completion of the 
examination, the MRO shall report his or her 
conclusions to the employer in writing. 
b. In pre-employment testing, if the employer 
does not wish to hire the individual, the MRO 
is not required to make such a referral. 
Upon completion of the examination, the MiiO 
shall report his/her conclusions to the 
employer in writing. 
11. The collection procedures set forth below shall be 
followed for a urine collection: 
The donor shall urinate into a collection 
container or specimen bottle capable of 
holding at least 60 ml. 
If a collection container is used, the 
collection site person, in the presence of 
the donor, pours the urine into two specimen 
bottles. Thirty (30) ml shall be poured into 
one bottle, to be used as the primary 
specimen. At least 15 ml shall be poured 
into the other bottle, to be used as the 
split specimen. 
If a single specimen bottle is included as a 
collection container, the collection site 
person shall pour 30 ml of urine from the 
specimen bottle into a second specimen bottle 
(to be used as the primary specimen) and 
retain the remainder (at least 15 ml) in the 
collection bottle (to be used as the split 
specimen) . 
Both bottles shall be shipped in a single 
shipping container, together with copies > , 2 ,  
and the split specimen copy of the chain-of - 
custody form, to the laboratory. 
If the test result of the primary specimen is 
positive, the employee may request that the' 
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writing that the employee has requested a 
test of the split specimen, the laboratory 
shall forward, to a different DHHS-approved 
laboratory, the split specimen bottle: with 
seal intact, a copy of the M O  request, and 
the spiit specimen copy of the chain-of 
custody f o m  with appropriate chain-of - 
custody entries. 
~. 
The result of the test of the split specimen 
is transmitted by the secoild laboratory to 
the MXO.  
Action required by KIT agency regulations as . . 
the result of a positive &rug test (e.~., . ..  .- . . .  . 
. - .  . 
removal from performing a saf ety-sensitive ..:.--.  - 
.. . .  
function) is not stayed pending the result of ''..'.:. : 
. . 
the test of the split specimen. 
If the result of the test of the split 
specimen fails to reconfirm the presence of 
the drug(s) or drug metabolite(s) found in 
the primary specimen, the MRO shall cancel 
the test, and report the cancellation and the 
reasons for it to the DClT, the employer and 
the q1oyee.- 
After the specimen has been provided and submitted 
to the collection site person, the individual 
shall be allowed to wesh his/her hands. 
Immediately after the specimen is collected, the 
collection site person shall measure the 
temperature of the specimen. The terperature 
measuring device used must accurately reflect the 
temperature of the specimen and not contaminate 
the specimen. The time from urination to 
temperature measure is critical and in no case 
shall exceed 4 minutes. 
A specimen temperature outside the range of 32 - 
38 C / 9 0  - 100 F constitutes a reason to believe 
that the individual has altered or substituted the 
specimen. In such cases, the individual supplying 
the specimen may volunteer to have their 
temperature taken to provide evidence to counter 
the reason to believe the indimual may have 
altered or substituted the specimen. 
15. Immediately after the specimen is collected, the 
- - 
collection site person shall also inspect the 
specimen to determine its color and look for any 
signs of contaminants. Any unusual findings shall 
be noted on the urine custody and control form. 
All specimens suspected of being adulterated shall 
be forwarded to the laboratory for testing. 
Whenever there is reason to believe that a 
particular individual has altered or substituted 
the specimen as described in Section F. 2. a and c . , 
a second specimen shall be obtained as soon as 
possible under the direct observation of a same 
gender collection site person. 
Both the individual being tested and the 
collection site person shall keep the specimen in 
view at all times prior to its being sealed and 
labeled. As provided below, the specimen shall be 
sealed by placement of a tamper-proof seal over 
the bottle cap and down the sides of the bottle 
and labeled in the presence o f  the employee. If 
the specimen is transferred to a second bottle, 
the collection site person shall request the 
individual to observe the transfer of the specimen 
and the placement of the tamper-proof seal over 
the bottle cap and down the sides of the bottle. 
The collection site person and the employee shall 
be present at the same time during procedures 
outlined in items 20 through 23 of this section. 
20. The collection site person shall place securely on 
the bottle an identification label which contains 
the date, the individual's specimen number, and 
any other identifying information provided or 
required by the employer. If separate from the 
label, the temper-proof seal . shall also be 
applied. 
21.  The individual shall initial the identification 
label on the specimen bottle for the purpose of 
certifying that it is the specimen collection from 
the donor. 
2 2 .  The collection site Derson shall enter on the drug 
- 
testing custody and control form all information - 
identifying the specimen. The collection site '.. 
person shall sign the drug testing custody and 
control form certifying that the collection was 
accomplished according to the app$icab-le Federal 
requirements. 
The individual shall be asked to read and sign a 
statement on the drug testing custody and control 
form that the specimen collected from him/her is 
in fact that specimen he/she provided. 
The collection site person shall complete the 
chain-of-custody portion of the &rug testing 
custody and control form to indicate receipt of 
the specimen from the employee and shall certify 
proper completion of the collection. 
The urine specimen and chain-of-custody form are 
now ready fir shipment. If the specimen is not 
immediately prepared for shipment, the collection 
site person shall ensure that it is appropriately 
safeguarded during temporary storage. 
Control of Specimen: 
a. 
b-. 
While any part of the above chain-of -custody 
procedures is being performed, it is 
essential that the urine specimen and custody 
docume~lts be under the control of the 
involved collection site person. 
If the involved collection site person leaves 
their work station momentarily, the 
collection site person shall take the 
specimen and drug testing custody and control 
form with them or shall secure them. After 
the collection site person returns to the 
work station, the custody process will 
continue. If the collection site person is 
leaving for an extended period of time, they 
shall package the specimen for mailing before 
leaving the site. 
The collection site person shall not leave 
the collection site in the interval between 
presentation of the specimen by the employee 
and securement of the sample with an 
identifying label bearing the employee ' s 
specimen identification number and seal 
initialed by the employee. If it becomes 
necessary for the collection site person to 
leave the site during this interval, the 
collection shall be nullified and at the 
election of the employer a new collection may 
be begun. 
H. Collection Control: To the maximum extent possible, 
collection site personnel shall keep the. individual's 
specimen bottle within sight both .be%re and after 
the individual has urinated. After the specimen is 
collected, it shall be properly sealed and labeled. 
I. Transportation To Laboratory: Collection site 
personnel shall arrange to ship the collected 
specimens to the drug testing laboratory. The 
specimens shall be placed in shipping containers 
designed to minimize the possibility of damage during 
shipment (e . g . , specimen boxes and/or padded 
mailers); and those containers shall be securely 
sealed to eliminate the possibility of undetected 
tampering. On the tape sealing the container, the 
collection site person shall sign and enter the date 
specimens were sealed in the containers for shipment. 
The collection site person shall ensure that the 
chain-of-custody documentation is attached to each 
container sealed for shipment to the drug testing 
laboratory. 
J. Failure to Cooperate: If the employee refuses to 
cooperate with the collection process, the collection 
site person shall inform the designated employer 
representative and shall document the non-cooperation 
on the drug testing custody and control form. 
K. Employee Requiring Medical Attention: If the sample 
is being collected from an employee in need of 
medidal attention as part of a post-accident test 
given in an emergency medical facility, . necessary 
medical attention shall not be delayed in order to 
col-lect the specimen. 
L. Use of Chain-of-Custody Forms: A chain-of-custody 
form shall be used for maintaining control and 
accountability of each specimen from the point of 
collection to final disposition of the specimen. The 
date and purpose shall be documented on the form each 
- - 
time a specimen is handled or transferred and every 
individual in the chain shall be identified. Every 
effort shall be made to minimize the number of 
persons handling specimens. 
11. Alcohol 
A . .  Scope 
1. The evidential breath testing procedures set forth 
in this appendix address all the requirements 'as 
set forth in 49 CFR Part 40 and specifies the 
required form and disposition of such testing. 
f oms. 
B. Alcohol Testing Form and Log Book 
The BAT shall utilize the Breath Pr-Lcoho,.l Testing 
form provided by the employer. The alcohol 
testing form must comply with the provisions as 
contained in 49 CFR Part 40 with regard to the 
information that must be contained on the form. 
The form must address the specific requirements 
contained in Section 40.59. The employer may not 
modify or revise the form. 
The employer may utilize a form that is directly 
generated by an EBT and may omit the space for 
affixing a separate printed result to the testing 
form. The form shall provide triplicate or three 
consecutive identical copies with copy 1 (white 
copy) being retained by the employer, copy 2 
(green copy) shall be provided to the employee, 
and copy 3 (blue copy) shall be retained by the 
BAT. 
The employer shall use a log book in conjunction 
with any EBT used for screening tests that does 
not meet the requirements for receipts/nurnbering 
sequential. 
The breath alcohol testing form may include such 
additional information as may be required for 
billing or other legitimate purposes necessary to 
the testing, provided that personal identifying 
information on the individual (other than the 
social security number or employee identification 
number) may not be provided. 
C. Breath Testing Locations 
1. The employer shall ensure that . . there are 
sufficient breath testing sites or the 
availability of BATS located within a reasonable 
proximity to each of the employer's work 
locations. 
2 .  T e s t i n g  of employees shall be conducted in a 
location that affords visual and aural privacy to 
the employee being tested. The location shall 
prevent unauthorized personnel from seeing or 
hearing test results . All necessary equipment, 
personnel, and materials for conducting the 
alcohol testing shall be provided at the testing 
site. 
3. A mobile collection facility, such as a van that 
is equipped for alcohol testing, that meets the 
requirements set forth in the regulations may be i 
utilized. 
No unauthorized persons shall be permitted access 
to the testing site when the. EBT remains 
unsecured, or in order to prevent such 'individuals 
from seeing or hearing a test result. 
In some circumstances the employer may have to 
conduct such alcohol testing outdoors at the scene 
of an accident that does not meet the requirements 
as specified in post-accident provisions of the 
regulations, then the BAT shall provide the 
necessary visual and aural privacy to the employee 
to the greatest extent practicable. 
The BAT shall supervise only one employee's use of 
the EBT at a time. The BAT- shall not leave the 
alcohol testing site while the testing process is 
in progress. 
D. Breath Alcohol Testing Preparations 
E. Screening Test Procedures 
1. The BAT shall begin the alcohol testing process by 
When an employee arrives at the alcohol testing 
site, the BAT shall ensure that the individual is 
positively identified as the employee selected for 
alcohol testing (e.g. through presentation of 
photo identification or identification by the 
employer's representative) . If the employee's 
identity cannot be established, the BAT shall - not 
proceed with the alcohol test. If the enployee 
requests, the BAT shall show proper identification 
to the employee. 
The BAT shall explain the alcohol testing process 
to the employee. 
If the employee fails to arrive at the assigned 
time, the BAT should contact the appropriate 
authority to obtain guidance on any acticn to be 
taken. 
completing Step 1 on the Alcohol Breath Testing 
form. The employee shall then complete Step 2 by 
signing the certification. Refusal by the 
employee to sign the certification shall be 
regarded as a refusal to take the alcohol test. 
The BAT shall select an individually-sealed 
mouthpiece and it shall be opened in full view of 
the employee and attach it to the EBT 'in 
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
3. The BAT shall instruct the employee to blow 
forcefully into the mouthpiece fer at least 6 
seconds or until the EBT instrument indi-cates that 
an adequate amount of breath has been obtained. 
4. If the EBT does not meet the requirements listed 
- 
for printing receipts, the BAT shall show the 
employee the result displayed on the 
shall record the displayed result, 
testing device, serial number of 
device, time and quantified result 
the form. The BAT shall record in 
the test number, date of the test, 
BAT, location, and quantified test 
EBT. The BAT 
test number, 
the testing 
in Step 3 of 
the log book 
name of the 
result. The 
employee shall then initial the log book entry. 
If the EBT provides a printed result but -does not 
print the results directly on to the form, the BAT 
shall show the employee the result displayed on 
the EBT. The BAT shall then affix the test result 
printout to the breath alcohol test form in the 
designated space. The result shall be secured in 
such a manner that will provide clear evidence of 
removal, such as the use of tamper-evident tape. 
If the BAT prints the test result directly onto 
the alcohol form, then the BAT shall show the 
employee the result displayed on the EBT. 
If the result of the screening alcohol test is a 
breath alcohol concentration of less than 0.02, 
the BAT shall date the form and sisn the 
certification in Step 3 of the form. The employee 
shall then sign the certification and fill in the 
date in Step 4 of the form. If the employee does , 
not sign the certification in Step 4 or does not 
initial the log book entry for a test, it shall 
not be considered a refusal to be tested. In this 
event, the BAT shall note the employee's failure 
to sign or initial in the "Remarks" section of 
this form. 
If a test result printed by the EBT doecnot match 
the displayed result, the BAT shall note the 
disparity in the "Remarks" section. Both the BAT 
and the employee shall initial or. sign the 
notation. The alcohol test is invalid and the 
employer representative and the employee shall be 
so advised. 
At this point, no further testing is authoriz.ed. 
The BAT shall transmit the result of less than 
0.02 to the DAPM or other appropriate employer;; 
representative in a con£ idential manner. The ' :  
employer shall receive and store the information 
so as to ensure that confidentialid is maintained 
as required in the regulations. 
10. If the result of the screen test is an alcohol 
concentration of 0.02 or greater, then the BAT 
shall perform a confirmation test. If the 
confirmation test will be conducted by a different 
BAT, then the BAT who conducts the screening test 
shall complete and sign the, form and log entry. 
The BAT will upon completion of the alcohol test 
provide the employee with Copy 2 of the breath 
alcohol testing form. 
F. Confirmation Test Procedures 
1. When a BAT other than the one who conducted the 
screening .test is required to conduct the 
confirmation test, the new BAT will reqire the 
employee to provide positive identification such 
as photo ID card or identification by an employer 
representative. The BAT will upon request of the 
employee being tested provide such identification. 
2. The BAT shall instruct the employee not to eat, 
drink, put any object or substance in his/her 
mouth and, to the extent wossible, not belch 
* 
during the waiting period just prior to the 
completion of the screening test and shall not be 
less than 15 minutes, but must be within 20 
minutes of the completion of the screening test. 
The BAT shall explain to the employee that the 
reason for this is to prevent any accumulation of 
mouth alcohol leading to an artificially high 
reading and that it is for the benefit of the 
employee to comply with these instructions. The 
BAT shall also explain that the test will be 
conducted at the end of the required waiting 
period, even if the employee has disregarded the 
instructions. Should the BAT become aware that 
the employee has not complied with the 
instructions as provided, the BAT shall note the 
observations in the "Remarks" section of the form. 
3. When a BAT other than the one who conducted the 
screening test is required to conduct the 
confirmation test, the new BAT shall initiate a 
new Breath Alcohol Testing form. The BAT shall 
then complete Step I on the form and the employee 
shall then complete Step 2 by signing the 
certification. If the employee should choose not 
to sign the certification, the BAT shall then make 
an appropriate notation in the "Remarks" section 
indicating the employee's refusal to take the 
alcohol test. The BAT shall note in the "Remarks" 
section that a different BAT, conducted the 
screening test. 
4. The BAT shall open, in the presence of the 
employee, a new individually sealed mouthpiece and 
attach the mouthpiece to the EBT In accordance 
with the manufacturer's instructions. The -BAT 
will then instruct the employee to blow forcefully 
into the mouthpiece for at least 6 seconds or 
until the EBT indicates that an adequate amount of 
breath has been obtained. 
5. The BAT shall ensure, prior to the confi-nnation 
test being administered to the employee, that the 
EBT shall register 0.00 on an air blank. Should 
the EST again register greater than 0.00, the 
testing shall not proceed using that EBT. An EBT 
taken out of service because of failure to perform 
an air blank accurately shall not be used for 
testing until a check of external calibratio~ is 
conducted and the EBT is found to be within the 
accepted tolerance limits. Alcohol testing using 
another EBT may proceed. 
6. In the event that the screening and confi-~ation 
test results are not identical, the confirmation 
tests result shall be deemed to be the final 
result on which any disciplinary action by the 
employer may be taken in order to comply with the 
requirements of the Plan and any applicable 
Federal requirements. 
7. If the EBT provides a printed result but does not 
print the results directly onto the form, the BAT 
shall show the employee the result displayed on 
the EBT. The BAT shall then affix the test result 
printou't to the breath alcohol test form in the 
designated space. The result shall be secured in 
a manner that will provide clear evidence of 
removal, such as the use of temper-evident tape. 
8. If the EBT prints the test result directly onto 
the alcohol form, then the BAT shall show the 
employee the result displayed on the EBT. 
9. After the confirmation test is completed, the BAT 
shall date the form and sign the certification in 
Step 3 of the form. The employee shall then be 
instructed to sign the certification and fill in 
the date in Step 4. If the employee should el'ect 
to not . sign the certification or to provide 
his/her initials in the log book entry for the 
test conducted, it shall not be considered as a 
refusal to be tested. The BAT shall then note the 
employee's failure to sign or initial the log book 
in the "Remarks" section of the testing form. 
10. If a test result printed by the EBT does not match 
the displayed result, the BAT shall note the 
disparity in the "Remarks" section. Both the BAT 
and employee shall initial or sign the notation on 
the testing form. The test shall be considered 
"invalid" and the Employer representative and the 
employee shall be so advised. 
11. The BAT shall transmit all alcohol testing results 
to the DAPM or other employer representative in 
confidential manner. All communications by BATS 
shall be to the DAPM or designee only and may be 
. . provided in writing, In person, or by telephone or 
electronic means. The BAT shall ensure that 
immediate transmission of test results to the 
employer is conducted in order for the employer to 
prevent the employee from performing any covered 
functions. 
12. Should the initial transmission not be 
accomplished in writing, but via telephone 
notification, the DAPM or designee shall establish 
a mechanism to verify the identity of the BAT 
providing the information. The BAT shall follow 
the initial transmission by providing to the DAPM 
or- designee the company's copy of the breath 
alcohol testing form. The test results shall be 
stored in such a rna~imer so as to protect the 
confidentiality of the results and to eliminate 
the disclosure of information to unauthorized 
persons. 
G. Refusal to Test and Uncompleted Tests 
1. Refusal by an employee to complete and sign Step 2 
of the breath alcohol testing form, to provide 
breath, to provide an adequate amount of breath, 
or otherwise to cooperate with the testing process 
in a way that prevents the completion of the test 
shall be noted by the BAT in the "Remarks" section 
of the form. The testing process shall be 
terminated and the BAT shall immediately notify 
the employer DAPM or designee. 
2. If a screening or confirmation test cannot be 
completed or if an event occurs to invalidate the 
test, the BAT shall, if practicable, begin a new 
screening or confirmation test using a new breath 
alcohol testing form with a new sequential test 
number. 
H. Inadequate Amount of Breath 
- 
1. If the emplovee is unable, or alleges that helshe 
- - 
is unable, to provide a sufficient amount of 
breath to permit a valid breath test because of a 
medical condition, the BAT shall again instruct 
the employee to attempt to provide an adequate 
amount . If the employee refuses to make the 
attempt, the EAT shall immediately inform the 
DAPM . 
If the employee attempts and fails to provide an 
adequate amount of breath, the BAT shall so note 
in the "Remarks" section of the testing form and 
shall immediately inforin the DAPM. The DAPM shall 
direct the employee to obtain, as soon as 
- - 
practical after the attempt, an evaluation from a 
licensed physician who is acceptable to the 
employer concerning the employee's medical ability 
to provide an adequate amount of breath. 
If the physician determines, in hislher reasonable 
medical judgment, that a medical condition has or 
could have precluded the employee from providing 
an adequate amount of breath, the employee's 
failure to provide an adequate amount of breath 
shall not be deeined as a refusal to take an 
alcohol test. The physician shall provide to the 
employer DAPM a written statement of the basis of 
his/her conclusion. 
If the physician, in his/her reasonable medical 
judgment, is unable to make the determination that 
a medical condition has precluded the employee 
from providing an adequatg amount of breath, the 
employee's failure to provide an 'adequate amount 
of breath shall be regarded as a refusal to take a 
test. The physician shall provide a written 
statement of the basis for his/her conclusions to 
the employer DAPM. 
I. Invalid Tests 
A breath alcohol test shall be invalid under the 
following circumstances: 
1. The EBT does not pass its next external 
calibration check. This invalidates all test 
results of 0.02 or greater on tests conducted 
since the last valid external calibration test. 
This would not invalidate any negative t6sts 
conducted. 
The BAT does not observe the minimum 15 minute 
waiting period prior to w d u c t i n g  the 
confirmation test. 
The BAT does not perform an air blank of the EBT 
before a confirmation test, or an air blank does 
not result in a reading of 0 . 0 0  prior to the 
administration of an alcohol test. 
The BAT does not sign the breath alcohol test 
form. 
The BAT fails to note in the "Remarks"section of 
the form that the employee has failed or refused 
to sign the form following the recording or 
printing on or attachment to the form of the test 
results. 
EBT fails to print a confirmation test result. 
The sequential test nurrber or alcohol 
concentration displayed on the EBT is not the same 
as the sequential test number or alcohol 
concentration on the printed result. 
Personnel Off ice  
I acknowledge rece.ipt of the D r u g  and Xl.ceBol Testing 
P l a n  (da ted  January 1, 1995) .  
Employee Name ( P r i n t )  
Employee Signature ( Date 
APPENDIX E 
49 CFR - 383.51 TABLES OF CONSEOUENCES 
k c e  of alcohol as 1 
preKFibed by State law 
" t  
(2) Wng under the influ- 
ence d a controlled sub- 
stance'**. 
1 year 
Not applicable --+ 
greater while operating 
a CMV I 
(4) R h n g  to take an 1 year 1 year 
akohol test as required 3 year5 
by a State a jurisdiction 
rtnder it w e d  cons&- 
'% cn reguMom as I 
L" 
zfifined in 5383.72 of this 
, wrt ' '. 
m i t  a f d q  o h ;  
, than a f e k q  desoibed 
in parayraph (!1)(9) of this 
W e * " .  
m a resutt of prim viola- 
* cornmiaed operat- 
ing a CMY. the driver's 
CDL is revoked, suspd- 
ed, or ~nceled, or the 
driver 'R d q u a l i i  frm 
operaring a M. 
(8) Causing a fatalky 1 year 
throw$ the negligent op 
erattbn of a CMV, i n d d  
ing but not limited to the 
oimes of motor vehide 
mandaughter, homicide 
b y  mom veh i i  and 
(9) Using the vehide 
in &K cammission of a 
felony invohrrng manu- 
cturing, d i s ~ u t i n y ,  or 
+spnsing a controlled 
Plbstance*" 
L'ife-nor eligible for 10. 
year re-mstatement 
L 
i 1 year 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
t i h o t  eligible for 10- 
year reinstatement 
Table 1 t o  5383.51 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
~ p 
L i m o t  eligible for 10- 
year reinstatement 
Life Not appliiMe 
Life Not applicaSie 
Life ~ o t  applicable 
L i f m o t  eligible for 10- L i f m o t  eligible for 10- 
year reinstatemen1 year reimtatement 
1 
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60 days (I) SpPeding excessively, 
inuo!ving any spt4 o! 24 1 
impt? 11 3 m p h )  or mwe abwe 
!nF ported speed limit 
i i !  Drivmg recklessly, as 
jerlfie? hy Stale or Jocal law 6 ,  
;qulation, incluciing but. not 
! im~ted 10, offenses o l  dr;vrnij 
3 rnvror veh~cle in willfui or 
i +vacto? disregard ior : h ~  
1ra3rc !an? chmg?j 
id) iollWfing thr vehicle 
I aiead ioo ~Iajel j :  1 -5: W a t i n y  State O i  IaA Ian 
1 :daring rc motor vehrcle traff~c 1 ionrroi (orher than a parking 
/ v&tior,j arlsrng in connettici~ 
I ~ 1 5 2  l a a i  accident 
7 %king a if$'+' wlfi0ut 
~rain iaq 2 CDL 
60 days 120 days 120 days 
60 days 60 days 
6C days 60 days 120 d a p  120 days 
GC days 
i 
120 days 120 day3 60 days 
Nor applicable 60 days 120 days 1 Not appIicaMe 
I 
120 days No: applkable 60 days Not applicable 
120 days Not applicable 
I )  The drlwr 1s not required to always 
;op. bur fails to slow down and check 
iat tr&s are dear of an apptoach~ny I 
Sv less than W days No Icss than 120 days No less than 1 year 
3'P.  
:The driver IS nor rewred to a lwdp  
op b?;t !di!: ro stop betorc reaching 
r oas5!!ng, i t  the tracks a r ~  not ciear 
j in? ~IIYPI i s  always r ~ q u l r e d  to 
cp, h,i! fail!, lo stop b e h e  driving 
N:, ',he trass,r\c. 
1 
No less fhan 60 days No les than 120 days Mo less ~han 1 year 
lio less than 60 days No less lhan 120 days No 1 ~ 5 5  than 1 year I 
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